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Abstract  
Now, especially after the global emergence of the first mRNA vaccine against 
SARS-CoV-2, the importance of RNA research has never been more pronounced. 
Our understanding of the RNA has steadily deepened since the discovery and 
subsequent differentiation of the two types of nucleic acids, DNA and RNA. The 
ribonucleic acid (RNA) is particularly interesting due to its exceptional naturally 
occurring spatial properties responsible for multiplicity of RNA functions falling 
way beyond the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology. This quality of RNA led to 
development of the RNA architectonics, which relies on the RNA motifs used to 
create RNA nanostructures. As we were gaining the ability to determine and 
rationally design RNA structures, we also learned to replicate some of the natural 
processes. Consequently, the new RNA-based technologies that can be applied as 
therapeutics, sensors or diagnostic tools were introduced and all those can be 
gathered under the umbrella term of RNA nanotechnology. With the development 
of modern diagnostics, it has been found that an increasing number of diseases 
have a genetic cause that leads to impaired protein function. Such abnormalities in 
protein expression may cause disorders such as: cancers or Alzheimer’s disease, 
likely caused by misfolded protein forming agglomerates, etc. The ability to 
regulate gene expression holds a promise to treat genetic malfunctions by 
suppression of defective gene with the RNA interference (RNAi). The use of RNA 
derived constructs is valuable and offers multiplicity of possible architectures that 
can be further utilized to design molecular device for a given target.  
The purpose of presented thesis is to develop a structural RNA (tectoRNA) 
conjugate with spherical gold nanoparticle (AuNP). This approach combines two 
fields of nanotechnology and has a potential to create a uniform platform for a 
delivery of regulatory elements. Nanotechnology of nucleic acids has been studied 
since the basis or rational design of DNA was introduced. The use of RNA is of 
particular interest due to its established role in regulating gene expression through 
RNAi. The second area of nanotechnology implemented in this project is the 
nanotechnology of noble metals, specifically gold. Gold nanoparticles are known 
for their specific properties, which make them often used for bio-imaging, 
resonance scattering, energy transfer, biosensors and to study for instance cell 
endocytosis. Here, we developed a new generation of spherical nucleic acids in 
which AuNPs are conjugated to a structural RNA trimer carrying three regulatory 
sequences and a thiol linker. Similar approach was previously used to make 
spherical nucleic acids, where the AuNP was conjugated with regulatory siRNAs. 
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Introduction of the tectoRNA constructs into a spherical layout gives a chance to 
increase the local concentration of regulatory elements, implement proportional 
amounts of different regulatory sequences and finally improve regulatory effect of 
such molecules. It can therefore become a superior system for delivery of regulatory 
elements, that gives a solution for future drug design, where RNA-AuNP construct 
has a capacity to bring abundance of regulatory sequences to the cell. 
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Streszczenie 
W dobie pandemii COVID-19, gdy szczepionki mRNA stają się nową normą, rola 
badań RNA wydaje się być nieoceniona. Od czasu odkrycia istnienia kwasów 
nukleinowych w latach 60-tych XIX wieku, a później ich rozdziału na DNA i RNA, 
nasze pojmowanie świata RNA nieustająco dojrzewa. Kwas rybonukleinowy 
(RNA) jest szczególnie interesujący, ze względu na jego naturalną zdolność do 
tworzenia struktur wyższego rzędu, a co za tym idzie, ma wiele funkcji znacznie 
wykraczających poza rolę matrycy w biosyntezie białek. Przestrzenna budowa i 
mnogość motywów strukturalnych występujących w RNA leżą u podstaw rozwoju 
architektoniki RNA, która pozwala na projektowanie i tworzenie nowych 
nanostruktur RNA w oparciu o naturalnie występujące motywy. Wraz z rozwojem 
tej dziedziny naukowcy nauczyli się odtwarzać i kontrolować naturalne procesy z 
udziałem RNA. Otwarło to drzwi dla nowych zastosowań RNA, np. w terapii, 
obrazowaniu, diagnostyce czy tworzeniu sensorów, czyli tak zwanej 
nanotechnologii RNA. Wraz z rozwojem diagnostyki medycznej, kolejne choroby 
okazały się mieć podłoże genetyczne wynikające z mutacji zaburzających 
funkcjonowanie białek. Takie mutacje prowadzą między innymi do powstania 
nowotworów czy choroby Alzheimera, mogącej wynikać np. z aglomeracji źle 
sfałdowanych białek. Regulacja ekspresji genów za pomocą interferencji RNA 
(RNAi) jest więc obiecującym sposobem leczenia takich przypadłości. 
Wykorzystanie racjonalnie projektowanych nanostruktur RNA i ich pochodnych 
otwiera wiele możliwości dla terapii celowanych.  
Celem badań opisanych w niniejszej rozprawie było opracowanie koniugatu 
strukturalnego RNA (tectoRNA) i sferycznej nanocząstki złota (AuNP). Takie 
połączenie dwóch nanotechnologii, ma potencjał, aby stworzyć uniwersalną 
platformę dostarczania elementów regulatorowych do komórek. Nanotechnologia 
kwasów nukleinowych była tematem badań naukowych od czasu, gdy po raz 
pierwszy opisano racjonalne projektowanie struktur DNA. Jednakże zastosowanie 
struktur RNA jest szczególnie fascynujące przez wzgląd na jego strukturę 
przestrzenną i rolę w regulacji ekspresji genów za pomocą RNAi. Drugą 
nanotechnologią wykorzystaną w projekcie jest nanotechnologia metali 
szlachetnych, w tym przypadku złota. Nanocząstki złota cechują się szczególnymi 
właściwościami optycznymi, co znalazło zastosowanie w technikach obrazowania, 
oraz niską cytotoksycznością, co sprawia, że są one doskonałym narzędziem 
terapeutycznym. Analogiczne podejście do proponowanego w tej pracy 
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zastosowano, aby otrzymać sferyczne kwasy nukleinowe, gdzie nanocząstkę złota 
skoniugowano z regulatorowymi siRNA. Tutaj zaś przedstawiona jest nowa 
generacja sferycznych kwasów nukleinowych, zbudowanych na podstawie 
koniugatu AuNP i trimeru RNA wyposażonego w różne sekwencje regulatorowe 
oraz linker tiolowy umożliwiający koniugacje. Wykorzystanie tectoRNA w 
układzie sferycznym daje możliwość zwiększenia lokalnego stężenia sekwencji 
regulatorowych, wprowadzenia proporcjonalnych ilości różnych elementów 
regulatorowych i w rezultacie poprawy efektywności układu. Proponowany 
system ma więc szansę, aby stworzyć układ dostarczania elementów 
regulatorowych, który ma potencjał terapeutyczny, gdzie koniugat RNA-AuNP 
pozwala dostarczyć szereg elementów regulatorowych do komórek. 
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Abbreviations 
• DNA - deoxyribonucleic acid 
• RNA - ribonucleic acid 
• ds – double stranded 
• ss – single stranded 
• dA, dC, dG, T – DNA units, deoxyribonucleosides, adenosine, cytidine, 

guanosine, thymidine  
• A, C, G, U – RNA units, ribonucleosides adenosine, cytidine, guanosine, 

uridine  
• G1 – 1st generation  
• RNA trimers G1: T1A1B1C1, T1A1B2C9 
• RNA dimers examples G1: D1A1B1, D1B1C1, D1A1C1 
• RNA monomers G1: G1A1, G1B1, G1C1, G1B2, G1C9 
• siR1, siR2 etc. – 21nt ssRNA  
• siR1-2 etc. – siRNA duplex composed of siR1 and siR2 
• G3 – 3rd generation 
• HS-siR1, HS-siR7 etc. – 21nt ssRNA with thiol linker 
• HS-siR1-2 - siRNA duplex composed of HS-siR1 and siR2 
• CoreA1, CoreA7, CoreA9 – 94nt RNA fragments that make up G3 RNA 

monomers, G3A1, G3A7 and G3A9, respectively 
• RNA dimers examples G3: D3A1B1, D3A7B1, D3A9B1, D3A1C1, D3A7C1, 

D3A9C1 
• RNA trimers G3: T3A1B1C1, T3A1B2C9, T3A7B1C1, T3A9B1C1 
• 3WJ, 3wj-nRA – three-way junction motifs in RNA 
• SARS-CoV-2 – Coronavirus SARS that caused a global pandemic started in 

2019 
• COVID-19 – a disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 
• PAGE - polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
• AuNPs - gold nanoparticles 
• AgNPs – silver nanoparticles 
• PtNPs – platinum nanoparticles 
• k-turn – kink turn motif in RNA 
• siRNA – small interfering RNA 
• miRNA – micro-RNA 
• piRNA - Piwi-interacting RNA  
• mRNA – messenger RNA 
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• tRNA – transfer RNA 
• rRNA – ribosomal RNA 
• lncRNA – long noncoding RNA 
• sncRNA – small noncoding RNA 
• snoRNA - small nucleolar RNA 
• RNAi – RNA interference 
• FAM - fluorescein 
• HPLC - High-performance liquid chromatography 
• nt - nucleotide 
• GFP – green florescent protein 
• RFP – red fluorescent protein 
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Introduction 
The aim of the thesis 
The main objective of the following work is design, synthesis and application of a 
new generation of tectoRNA trimer conjugated with gold nanoparticle. In this 
approach the main role is played by the triangular RNA structure, which carries 3 
regulatory sequences, one at each arm, to target a gene of interest. Such structure 
was proven to regulate the GFP gene expression in the model system and served as 
a fundament for the current project 1. Here we demonstrate a new design based on 
a thiol modified tectoRNA trimer bound to spherical AuNP. The following studies 
show the step-by-step preparation and characterization of the new tectoRNA-
AuNP conjugates to finally prove their functionality as potential mean for RNAi 
induction in cancer cells. 
 

Ribonucleic acids – RNA 
RNA in biology 
RNA was proven to be a universal medium for bio-structural design and assembly. 
Nucleic acids and proteins are the fundamental biomolecules and key players in 
cellular processes. From a structural point of view, DNA, RNA and proteins are 
chain polymers that can further adapt three-dimensional (3D) shape (tertiary 
structure), stable and unique for each molecule. Relying on weaker interactions 
these biopolymers may also be assembled into multi-modular quaternary 
structures.  
The DNA structure was determined by x-ray crystallography published in 1953 2, 3, 
owing to work of Francis Crick, James Watson and Rosalind Franklin. Since then, 
plenty of attention has been given to studies of nucleic acids, their biological role in 
protein biosynthesis and genetic information management. However, those bio-
elements have even more to offer than being at the front line of the Central Dogma 
of Molecular Biology. Although DNA and RNA are evolutionary related and share 
structural similarities, such as the sugar-phosphate backbone and four nitrogenous 
bases, they participate in different biological processes and may be found in 
different forms. DNA, made of 2’-deoxyribonucleotides (5’ phosphates of dA, T, 
dC, dG), prevails in eukaryotic cells as a double stranded, B-form helix and 
functionally is mainly recognized as a genetic information carrier. RNA, on the 
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other hand, consists of ribonucleotides (5’ phosphates of A, U, G, C) and is usually 
found as single stranded chains, often folded into 3D shape (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. DNA and RNA structures (Created with BioRender.com) 

RNA is primarily associated with its role in protein biosynthesis (tRNA, mRNA, 
rRNA) but also naturally exhibits number of functional and structural forms. The 
process of translation is a complex enzymatic procedure involving mRNA, 
ribosomes, transfer RNA molecules (tRNA) and protein factors (responsible for 
translation initiation, elongation and termination) 4, 5. It is the most recognized 
biological process, laying at the foundation of the Central Dogma of Molecular 
Biology 6. On the other hand, there is a group of noncoding RNAs which natural 
role is mostly related to regulatory actions in cell. Selected members of the RNA 
family are described below: 
The messenger RNA (mRNA), in nature is synthesized in the process of 
transcription from the dsDNA matrix. It is a fundamental RNA molecule that 
serves as a template for protein biosynthesis. The development of sequencing 
techniques allowed better understanding of the human genome and revealed that 
only about 2% of human genome codes for protein 7. Once transcribed, the pre-
mRNA consists of exons and introns. In order to stabilize and prepare pre-mRNA 
for further processing, it is subjected to modifications, such as addition of a 5'-cap 
and polyadenylation of its 3’-end. The pre-mRNA is modified and spliced co-
transcriptionally in nucleus to produce mRNA isoforms from selected exons. The 
consequent mature mRNA consists of: 1) Cap - N7-methylated guanosine at the 5’ 
end (5′ m7G, cap-0), connected to the mRNA chain by 5′ - 5′ triphosphate linkage. 
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In eukaryotes, the 2’-hydroxyl group of the two ribose sugars following 5’-cap may 
be methylated (cap-1, 2). This modification protects mRNA from exonucleolytic 
cleavage and is responsible for cap-dependent translation and serves as a 
recognition element for enzymes and protein factors involved in splicing, 
polyadenylation and transport; 2) 5’-untranslated region (5’UTR) is a nucleotide 
sequence, of a host-dependent length that is located downstream from 5’-cap. It can 
adopt 2° and 3° structure and is involved in translation initiation process 8; 3) 
downstream from 5’UTR there is an initial AUG START codon, that allows for 
ribosome assembly and translation initiation; 4) at the 3’-end  there is polyA tail 
that prevents mRNA from nucleolytic degradation and guides it from nucleus to 
ribosomes in cytoplasm; 5) the 3’-untranslated region (3’UTR) is a conserved 
sequence upstream from polyA which is involved in pre-mRNA processing, it’s 
stabilization and translation regulation 9; 6) upstream from 3’UTR there is a STOP 
codon, which serves as a translation termination signal; 7) the actual coding 
sequence, referred as the open reading frame (ORF), is located between the START 
and STOP codons (Figure 2) 10-12. A mature mRNA can further be processed in 
cytoplasm or be translated to protein.  
 

 
Figure 2. The mature mRNA structure model 13  

Transfer RNA (tRNA) is an adaptor that plays a key role in translating information 
encoded in mRNA into amino acid sequence to make a polypeptide chain of 
proteins 14, 15. There is over 400 genes in human genome that encode for isoacceptor 
tRNAs (corresponding to the same amino acid) that are carriers for the 20 canonical 
amino acids (GtRNAdb database). tRNA has a highly conserved organization, with 
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cloverleaf secondary structure 16  that folds into tertiary L-shaped structure via 
coaxial stacking of helical and long-range interaction elements 17. In the secondary 
structure representation of each tRNA a set of specific elements can be pointed out: 
acceptor stem, three stem–loops, D-loop, anticodon loop, TΨC loop and a variable 
loop (Figure 3). tRNA contains nucleoside modifications and non-canonical bases 
that are appended post transcriptionally, the most recognized are: dihydrouridine 
(D), found in the D-loop, inosine (I) often present in the 1st position of the anticodon, 
thymidine (T) and pseudouridine (Ψ), found in TΨC loop and methylated bases 18. 
At the 3’ end of the acceptor loop (74-76nt), in each tRNA exists conserved CCA 
sequence, which is added post transcriptionally by nucleotidyltransferases 19. This 
is a key element in tRNA aminoacylation, where the amino acid is attached to the 
ribose of the last adenosine 20. The structural properties alongside with specific 
nucleoside modifications in tRNA are necessary for ribosome attachment, codon 
recognition, enzyme accessibility and translation progress, which has been a subject 
of multiple studies 21, 22.  

 

 
Ribosomal RNA (rRNA), although noncoding, accounts for about 80% of cellular 
RNAs 24. It is strictly involved in the process of protein synthesis and together with 
a set of proteins forms ribosomes, the catalytic platform of translation. The 
ribosome is divided into two subunits, large and small, so are the rRNAs present 
in each of them 18. Each rRNA has a unique tertiary structure with multiple stem 

Figure 3. tRNA structure and biological role. The secondary clover leaf tRNA structure (left panel) 18; the role of tRNA in 
protein biosynthesis (right panel) 23  
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loop elements, similarly placed throughout different species. The rRNA is a 
fundamental machinery that is responsible for the whole translation process. In 
protein biosynthesis ribosomal RNA molecules form ribosome complex, recruit 
tRNAs and arrange them according to the mRNA matrix. They are responsible for 
catalytic peptide bond formation between upcoming aminoacyl-tRNAs and the 
forming polypeptide chain 25. 
Beyond RNAs involved in the process of protein biosynthesis there exists a plethora 
of noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs), which are not translated into proteins, such as small 
noncoding RNAs: micro-RNA, short interfering RNA, piwi-interacting RNA and 
long noncoding RNA. The most studied purpose of these RNAs is gene expression 
regulation at the transcriptional and post transcriptional level, which is the main 
subject of the epigenetics or epitranscriptomics. However, the more we know about 
that group of RNA, the more biological processes they seem to part in. 
A group of ncRNAs that act as antisense compounds is well recognized and 
important in the view of their biological function and therapeutic potential. Micro 
RNA (miRNA) was recognized after discovery of short regulatory RNA in 
C. Elegans. It binds to partially complementary mRNA fragments 26  and impacts its 
expression. The actual classification of miRNA as a group was termed in early 2000 
when more examples of such regulatory elements were discovered 27-29. miRNAs 
are abundant in cells and target multiple mRNAs. Typically, miRNAs are 
synthesized transcriptionally as pri-miRNAs, enzymatically cleaved in nucleus 
with assistance of RNase called Drosha 30, then as hairpin-like structures are 
transferred to the cytoplasm where, upon Dicer endonuclease cleavage, they 
mature into miRNA.  However, alternative miRNA synthesis processes have been 
described 31 and are independent of Drosha or Dicer activity. Some miRNAs may 
serve as oncogenes or tumor suppressors, since changes in their abundance can be 
associated with cancer progression.  Many studies focused on noninvasive cancer 
detection methods, based on miRNA markers 32-34. From the therapeutic perspective 
it has also became interesting to either target miRNA molecules in order to block 
their function 35, 36 or to mimic the natural RNA interference process 37. The RNA 
interference is widely studied therapeutic method, especially with utility of small 
interfering RNAs (siRNA). Similar to miRNA, siRNA is a product of Dicer 
cleavage of dsRNA and is known to be involved in RNAi silencing complex (RISC) 
that acts on mRNA to regulate its expression 38. However, these two ncRNAs differ 
in their purpose and biogenesis. While miRNA is described mostly as host genome 
product, siRNA’s origin is thought to be external, for example viral or transgenic 39. 
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Moreover, siRNAs are direct products of Dicer endonuclease acting in cytoplasm 
on fully complementary dsRNA fragments and miRNAs are strictly derived from 
nuclear hairpin precursors 38. Contrary to miRNA, in most cases the gene 
expression regulation with siRNA occurs when its antisense strand, present in 
RISC, is fully complementary to mRNA and marks the cleavage site. The mRNA 
cleavage is catalyzed by the Argonaute protein after which the complex dissociates. 
Ideally, any mRNA can be targeted with a siRNA, which is promising from the 
therapeutic point of view, especially in treatment of thus far undruggable diseases. 
However, there still are concerns such as off-target effects and RNA serum stability 
that need to be addressed. The main players in the siRNA drug development are: 
siRNA modifications at the phosphate backbone, base or ribose moiety and 
selection of effective delivery agents, all to improve siRNA stability, limit off target 
effects and immune response 40-42. As an effect of studies, the first siRNA based 
antisense therapy was developed and a first FDA approved drug was introduced 
to the market in 2018 43. The siRNA-based gene expression regulation is also the 
main theme of research presented in this thesis.  
PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA) is another representative of short RNA group, 
with length of 21–35nt 44. These highly conserved small RNAs are predominantly 
single stranded, have a 2ʹ-O-methyl modification at the 3’ termini and are found in 
most living organisms. In animals, piRNAs are accumulated in gonads rather than 
ubiquitously spread like other small RNAs, which emphasizes their crucial role in 
germline proliferation or spermatogenesis 45. They may originate from long 
noncoding RNAs, mRNA or transposons but their biogenesis remains to be studied 
in more depth 46, 47. Although piRNAs’ biogenesis is not fully understood, it is 
certainly different from the siRNA or miRNA pathways 48 (Figure 4). Similarly, to 
siRNA/miRNA binding Ago proteins, the piRNA is strictly related to the PIWI 
protein family and forms silencing complex (piRISC) that allows to cleave the target 
RNA 49. Except for the most studied regulatory role of piRNA, which was shown to 
impact transposons and be essential in developmental stage 49, they were shown to 
affect the chromatin structure by promoting the DNA methylation 50, 51. This 
epigenetic regulatory role of piRNA in methylation of transposable elements is 
again important in fetal development but may also play a role in chromatin 
remodeling and histone modification that account for genetic plasticity 51. Finally, 
piRNAs have been recently found to play a role in cancer development, as they part 
in gene expression regulation pre and post oncogenesis 52. In addition, alterations 
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in piRNA levels between healthy and tumor cells were identified, which makes 
them an interesting biomarker for clinical diagnostics 53, 54.  
 

 
Figure 4. Small RNAs in the gene expression regulation 55 

The group of long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) combines all RNA transcripts that 
are longer than 200nt and are not templates for protein synthesis. Owing to the 
development of large-scale cDNA sequencing, it became possible to better 
understand the complexity and abundance of mammalian, and especially human 
transcriptome 56, 57.  In an extensive study from 2018, 270 044 lncRNA transcripts 
were identified in Human transcriptome, out of which 1867 lncRNAs were 
identified to have a scientifically validated biological function 58. As a result of 
functional lncRNAs analysis, the 3762 different function and disease associations 
were recognized. Moreover, based on methylation profile, genome variation or 
miRNA interaction, 97 998 of the lncRNA were predicted to have a potential for 
disease studies. While the group of lncRNA comprises of variety of entities it is 
impossible to define one uniform set of features they share. Firstly, the lncRNAs 
may be synthesized in different ways (Figure 5). Most of the human lncRNAs are 
transcribed by RNA polymerase II or other RNA polymerases and, similarly to 
mRNA, are capped at the 5’ terminus and polyadenylated at the 3’ end 59. These are 
mainly intergenic transcripts, derived from the fragments embedded within introns 
on the sense strand; antisense transcripts generated from the opposite strand of 
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protein coding genes 60; or sense transcripts that are later stabilized upon RNase P 
cleavage 61. Some of the lncRNAs are flanked with small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), 
which is a conservative guide molecule naturally involved in post transcriptional 
modification of other RNAs such as rRNA or tRNA 62. In some cases, the snoRNA 
is placed on both ends of the excised introns post splicing or at the 5’ terminus of 
the readthrough transcripts. Alternatively, the mRNA splicing may lead to 
formation of circular RNA (circRNA, ciRNA) from excised introns or back splicing 
of exons 63, 64. lncRNAs also vary in terms of distribution in nucleus and cytoplasm 
and also within cells and tissues. At the moment lncRNAs are the most attractive 
due to their role in signaling pathways, chromatin function modulation and their 
impact on the gene expression at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional level. 
With the multiplicity of their biological functions, lncRNAs became interesting for 
both science and medicine, as biomarkers or therapeutic targets 59, 65. 
 

 
Figure 5. The origins of lncRNAs in mammalian cells 65 

Among noncoding RNAs there is a group of catalytic RNAs referred as ribozymes 
(ribonucleic acid enzymes) that are classified based on their enzymatic function 
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rather than size. First published in 1982, the ribozyme discovered in Tetrahymena 
thermophila rRNA intervening sequence, changed the way the RNA scientists 
perceived this molecule beyond being the genetic code 66. About the same time, the 
catalytic activity was attributed to the RNA unit of ribonuclease P 67. Only 7 years 
had passed since the self-splicing Group I intron ribozyme discovery till the Nobel 
Prize was awarded to Cech and Altman for their "discovery of catalytic properties 
of RNA”. In nature ribozymes occur in variety of sizes and shapes and their 
common denominator is the catalytic function, which makes them important 
players in some biological processes. Besides the ribosomal RNA, that is to catalyze 
the peptide bond formation during the translation process (described above) 68, 
ribozymes can cleave or ligate the phosphodiester bonds which is crucial for mRNA 
splicing, processing, maturation and viral RNA replication 69. Ribozymes owe their 
catalytic potential to the tertiary structure formation, which creates an optimal 
environment for the reaction. Often ribozymes are accompanied by metal ions that 
stabilize their structure and are directly involved in catalysis reaction 70. This class 
of RNA may be divided into 2 categories of small and large ribozymes. The 
examples of small ribozymes are: hammerhead, the model ribozyme in scientific 
research, derived from plant viruses, which is a single folded RNA strand that can 
cleave itself and participates in rolling circle replication mechanism 71; hairpin, 
similar to hammerhead ribozyme, discovered in tobacco virus, catalyzes self-
cleavage and ligation in rolling-circle virus replication to produce RNA satellites 72; 
hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme, essential for virus replication, catalyzes self-
cleavage of rolling-circle replication products to single units 73. The large ribozymes 
are for example: group I and II introns, that catalyze their own splicing in 
ribosomes and organelles 74, RNase P, involved in tRNA processing 67 and 
ribosome 75. With the progress in the bioinformatics and synthetic biology it also 
became possible to take advantage of these catalytic RNAs, which has led to the 
artificial ribozyme development. With such toolbox in hand one can implement it 
for multiple purposes 76-78, such as gene expression regulation 79-81, in CRISPR 
applications 82, 83 but also for biosensing 84, 85.  
Aptamers and riboswitches are another two elements of RNA family which 
function directly results from the special organization and 3D structure. RNA 
aptamers are RNA oligonucleotides that specifically bind to their target molecule, 
similar to the antibody-antigen pair 86. Richness of target specific RNA aptamers 
was discovered and defined owing to the evolution of the SELEX technique 
(systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment), first introduced in 
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early 1990 87, 88. Among molecules targeted with RNA aptamers, there are for 
example: thrombin 89, lysozyme 90, neomycin 91, prostate specific antigen (PSA) 92, 
dopamine 93  etc. The multiplicity of aptamer targets made them an exceptional tool 
for therapies and biosensing. There are also aptamer based sensors, or aptasensors, 
which precisely target selected molecule, for example: sensors for clinical 
screening 94, imaging 95, 96, detection of small molecules 97, 98 like neomycin 91 or 
theophylline 99, drugs 100 and many more 101, 102. Aptamers are also an interesting 
therapeutic tool used not only for imaging and detection 102 but also for inhibition 
of the protein targets, for example circulating histones attributed to multiple organ 
dysfunction syndrome 103, 104. Importantly, their target specificity was is 
advantageous for cell internalization. In such approach aptamers are conjugated 
with a drug of choice to facilitate delivery through selective interaction with target 
cells 105, 106. 
The riboswitches, on the other hand, are unique due to their ability to rearrange 
structurally upon ligand binding 107, 108. Naturally they play a key role in the 
feedback loop that regulates gene expression depending upon the presence of 
target molecule 109. This distinctive feature of riboswitches draws attention of many 
scientists and studies have shown their applicability in the field of diagnostics, 
biosensing and therapy 110-112. The rationally designed, synthetic riboswitches 113 
usually have an aptamer-like element that captures the ligand of interest and 
triggers the structural rearrangement in the switching domain 114-117. Such RNA 
devices are mostly applied for switchable gene expression regulation and fine 
tuning 118, 119 but also can be introduced into more complex devices such as 
ribozymes 120.  
Taken all together, it is clear how important role RNA plays in nature as well as in 
research. The wide range of naturally occurring structural variants and functional 
richness made RNA an exciting target for studies.  
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Structural RNA  
Any complex RNA structure may be demonstrated as a composition of different 
interactions (electrostatic forces, hydrogen bonds, stacking interactions) that are 
classified as primary (1°), secondary (2°) and tertiary (3°) structures.  
The primary RNA structure is defined as a sequence of nucleotides, usually 
presented in 5’-3’ direction (Figure 6). Nucleotides are interconnected via 
phosphodiester bond formed between 3’-OH group of 1 nucleotide and 5’ 
phosphate of the following nucleotide. In nature RNA is produced during a 
transcription process accompanied by the enzymatic machinery composed of RNA 
polymerase and transcription factors that control the process 121. For the chemical 
synthesis of RNA, the most common approach is currently based on 
phosphoramidite method using the solid-state matrix, which was first described 
for DNA production 122-124. This method is effective to obtain long DNA fragments 
(over 100nt) and for incorporation of modified nucleotides 125; it is however limited 
to synthesis of short RNA fragments due to lower coupling efficiency of the RNA 
phosphoramidite monomers. In order to obtain longer RNA strands (>50nt) the 
enzymatic method - run-off in vitro transcription is often utilized 126, 127. This method 
is based on the transcription process and involves use of dsDNA templates, 
nucleoside triphosphates and RNA polymerase, which catalyzes the RNA chain 
polymerization. Currently, owing to the advances in the molecular biology, 
modifications of the RNA polymerase enzyme have been introduced to allow use 
of a broader range of nucleoside triphosphates, for example noncanonical bases or 
ones carrying modifications 128-130. Although some reports of site-specific 
incorporation of modified RNA nucleotides have been presented 131, 132, the 
specificity and controllability of the polymerization process is still more difficult in 
enzymatic framework comparing to the solid-state synthesis. Instead, longer 
modified RNA strands may be obtained by ligation of modified and unmodified 
elements 133, crosslinking 134, 135, post-transcriptional modifications at the 
termini 136, 137 or 2’-OH of ribose 138-140. Emerging field of click chemistry also offers a 
way of modifying nucleic acids. In the click preparation protocol, an unnatural 
nucleoside with click-reactive group is incorporated chemically or enzymatically 
into the sequence of interest, which may be further functionalized by a chemo-
selective reaction between the labeled sequence and a modifier containing the 
cognate reactive group 141-145. The RNA modification methodologies are however 
still in a great demand for improvement in terms of efficiency and stability of by-
products and products 41.  
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Figure 6. Primary RNA structure 146 

Formation of complementary Watson-Crick canonical base pairs gives raise to the 
secondary structure arrangement of the RNA into double stranded helix. RNA A-
form helix, owing to the presence of 2’OH group on ribose forming the RNA 
backbone, is more thermodynamically stable than DNA B-form helix, structurally 
is more compact and stiffer, with a 2.9nm helical turn 147, 148. The helical Watson-
Crick segments in RNA are alternated with other 2° structural motifs like loops, 
bulges or multiway junctions/multihelix junctions. With development of 
bioinformatics tools, the secondary structure of RNA sequences can be predicted 
with a high degree of accuracy, based on energy minimization algorithms via 
software like mFold, RNAfold or RNAsoft 149-152.  
Beyond the canonical Watson-Crick interaction, there is a library of possible 12 
noncanonical base pairs that can be found within the same 2° helix or contribute 3° 
structure formation (Figure 7). The 12 noncanonical interactions were defined by 
Leontis and Westhof 153-156 and are often critical for specific RNA motifs formation, 
thus reflect on their specific function. The noncanonical interactions are defined 
based upon orientation of the two interacting bases, by specifying the interacting 
edges (Watson–Crick, Hoogsteen, or Sugar edge) and cis/trans orientation of the 
glycosidic bond (Figure 7). An example of a noncanonical base pairing can be found 
in the tRNA anticodon loop. A 5’ anticodon base is referred as the wobble position 
and it allows for unusual base pairing, for example G-U, which broadens the tRNA 
codon specificity. Owing to that, one amino acid may be coded by several 
triplets 157. A kink-turn (k-turn) is another example of a biological use of non-
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canonical base pairing. It consists of a three-nucleotide bulge and a 
tandem trans sugar edge-Hoogsteen - G:A base pairs, which allows to form a sharp 
kink in the RNA duplex. Such motif was shown to be involved in protein binding 
to so called k-turn binding proteins 158.  
 

 
Figure 7. Non-canonical base pairs found in RNA adapted from 159  

RNA folds into 3D objects when the 2° structural segments interact. Such 
interactions are usually driven by Van der Walls forces, metal ion coordination, 
π-stacking of the aromatic rings but also hydrogen bonds formation between 
canonical and noncanonical base pairs at the single stranded regions, loops or 
bulges. The presence of divalent metal ions is necessary for proper 3° structure 
formation as they are often found in the noncanonical 3D arrangement in the 
interactions with phosphates and/or 2’-hydroxyl 160. Similarly, to protein folding, in 
the stable 3D RNA structure specific RNA motifs may be distinguished and treated 
as modules of a greater unit. As the crystallographic and NMR RNA structures 
were deposited 161-163 and the field of bioinformatics greatly improved over the 
years, libraries of specific sequence signatures for RNA motifs were created (RNA 
FRABASE) 164, 165. There exists an abundance of naturally occurring discrete 
sequences forming motifs like: RA-motif 166, multiway junction motifs 167, 
pseudoknots 168, kissing-loops 169, loop–receptor motifs 170, G-tetrads 171 and 
others 162. With the structural knowledge and help of evolving computational tools 
it became possible to engineer new structures based on the naturally existing motifs 
extracted from larger RNA domains like P4-P6 domain of group I ribozyme, 
riboswitches or tRNA motif. 
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RNA nanotechnology 
With the advancement in the fields of nanotechnology, computational prediction 
methods and structural nucleic acids, the possibility to create artificial, 
programmed, 3D nano-objects made of nucleic acids became possible. In early 1980 
Ned Seeman 172 presented an idea of a 3D crystalline DNA material that could be 
assembled based on predicted base-pairing interactions. This idea was later 
confirmed experimentally 173 and the first synthetic branched DNA junction was 
obtained. Since this discovery, the DNA nanotechnology had been developing for 
almost two decades. In late 1990’s an idea emerged to apply similar principles for 
RNA nanotechnology 174, 175. Structural studies on nucleic acids have exposed the 
richness of stable structural motifs and modularity of RNA 126 that is different from 
DNA 176. De novo DNA assembly is typically achieved by base pairing between short 
oligonucleotides which are shaped by introducing four-way junction motifs, 
derived from Holliday junction, to form structural DNA tiles 177. In RNA 
framework, structural motifs may be ‘extracted’ from the original structure and 
utilized as building blocks to create a new RNA object (Figure 8) 159, 178-180. This 
approach, based on RNA puzzles’ assembly, called RNA architectonics, is 
essentially an extension of an RNA tectonics concept introduced by Westhof and 
Jaeger in 1996 174, 175. Currently, an inverse folding process is the most popular 
method for rational design of tectoRNAs 178. It starts from the RNA motif database 
of resolved RNA structures (x-ray crystallography or NMR structures deposited in 
PDB). A set of defined motifs is extracted, organized to fit to the anticipated 
structure and linked with each other to complete the tectoRNA unit (Figure 8). 
The 3° model is converted to 2° diagram, where nucleotides, essential for motif’s 
stability are conserved. Sequence modifications and extensions are possible in the 
linking elements (usually helixes) or loops to allow proper spacing or specific 
fragment insertion, it is however not recommended to extensively change the 
conserved structural fragments. Final 2° structures are then optimized 
computationally by free energy minimization algorithm 181, 182 to assure 
thermodynamic stability and reduce the potential alternative folds. A 1° sequence 
is derived from the 2° optimal model, synthesized and applied to experimental 
analysis with variety of methods staring from native PAGE electrophoresis, 
temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE), atomic force microscopy 1, 166, 183 
or electron microscopy 127.  
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In the recent paper by Geary et al. one may see combination of all the above-
mentioned methodology for design, assembly and visualization of a heart-shaped 
RNA nanoobjects 184. 
 
 

 
Figure 8. RNA rational design 159 

Another approach to form new RNA 3D objects is called RNA origami. Similar to 
the real origami art that allows to fold one sheet of paper into a 3D shape, the RNA 
origami, derived from DNA origami 185, allows to form a 3D object based on long 
single RNA strand. Similar to DNA nanotechnology, this approach introduces 
structural turns between helical elements with crossover motifs. However, while in 
DNA origami, the short structural staples play important role in holding the final 
3D structure 186, 187, the RNA may be designed to self-assemble without additional 
support. This sophisticated method introduced by Geary et al 188 utilizes the above-
mentioned rational design rules to model a final structure from single RNA strand 
but also is programmed in such a way that allows for co-transcriptional processing 
of the DNA template to the desired RNA structure. The DNA template is 
programmed such that the RNA polymerase moving along the template produces 
a set of stable hairpins that fold up and condense consecutively and allow for 
further long-range interaction and formation of a multidomain object 189. The RNA 
origami was recently shown to be suitable for biomedical applications as it could 
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be programmed to be targeted by Dicer and release siRNAs 190 or equipped with 
thrombin binding aptamers to improve the anticoagulating effect of the 
aptamers 191, 192. 
 

Regulatory and bioactive structural RNA 
RNA plays an important role in cellular function. The most recognized is an mRNA 
that serves as a blue-print for the protein synthesis. However, non-coding RNAs 
are also largely represented among RNA family. The siRNA is one of the most 
recognized members of the non-coding RNA group. Together with miRNA, siRNA 
is responsible for gene expression regulation via the RNA interference (RNAi). In 
nature, this process was recognized to play a role in regulation of gene expression, 
especially in developmental stage, but also in resistance to viruses or transposons. 
External induction of this phenomenon was first described by Fire and Mello in late 
90’s, where the authors introduced exogenous dsRNA and observed its regulatory 
effect on reporter genes in Caenorhabditis elegans 193. However, the role of siRNA in 
gene expression regulation was explained in 2001 by Elbashir et al. 194 Natural 
siRNAs are short (19-22nt) double stranded RNA fragments, which may be 
produced by cleavage of longer double stranded RNA by a nuclease  Dicer 195. This 
enzyme, belonging to the endoribonuclease group, recognizes dsRNA, longer than 
21bp and cleaves ~20bp fragments leaving a two base 3’-overhang. It was shown 
that Dicer cleavage may occur for dsRNAs or hairpin RNA of different lengths, 
sequences, with sticky and blunt ends. Dicer preferably processes the dsRNA with 
2nt 3’ overhangs. However, the length of a cleavage product changes if the 
substrate’s 3’ overhang varies between 0 and 3nt. Similarly, the cleavage site shifts 
in the presence of unpaired bulges. That suggests that the enzyme ‘counts’ base 
paired nucleotides from the 3’ overhang 196, 197. In nature, the Dicer cleavage is 
followed by assembly and maturation of an RNA induced silencing complex 
(RISC), composed of guide siRNA strand and Argonaute proteins guiding the 
process of mRNA recognition and cleavage 198. The mRNA cleavage is dependent 
on efficiency of siRNA recognition and binding. Thus, it became essential to 
understand rules governing this process, especially for the synthesis of externally 
delivered siRNAs. The extensive studies of siRNA silencing efficiency have finally 
led to establishment of the guidelines to follow while designing siRNAs and are 
currently referred as the Reynolds rules 199. For example, these rules support the 
entry of desired siRNA strand (guide) to the RISC, as they favor weaker base 
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pairing (AU rich) at the 5’ of guide strand. Low internal stability as well as specific 
placement of A/U nucleotides in the siRNA (positions 3, 10, 19 of a passenger 
strand) are also essential in target recognition and cleavage, which is tied to the 
Argonaute protein (slicer) preference.  The mRNA is cleaved at the 10th nucleotide 
from the 5’ end of guide RNA which is mediated by the PIWI domain of the 
Argonaute. Following mRNA cleavage, the RISC is released and mRNA is no 
longer functional. After that, the RISC can dissociate and its components may be 
recycled to form a silencing complex with another guide RNA. The released RISC 
can also be reused ‘as is’, with the same guide RNA, to target another copy of the 
same mRNA. The siRNA is recycled in all eukaryotes 200, but unlike simpler 
organisms where it stays effective through generations (e.g. C. elegans 193, 201), RNAi 
effectivity in mammalian cells is much lower and lasts up to few days 202, 203. 
Alongside the advancement in programmed RNAi and nanotechnology of delivery 
agents, the siRNAs emerged as potential therapeutics to be externally delivered to 
regulate unwanted gene expression 204, 205. Another approach utilizing RNAi 
mechanism and siRNA fragments embedded into complex structural RNA was 
suggested 206, 207. In this setup regulatory fragments are incorporated into or extend 
from the structurally defined motif to form tertiary structures such as dimers 208, 
trimers 1, 209, hexamers 210, cubes 180 or octahedrons 190. Such RNA nanoparticles are 
advantageous due to the greater stability in cellular environment but most of all, 
the complex structure allows for simultaneous introduction of several siRNAs 
aiming for different targets or equipping the nanodevice in additional 
functionalities like aptamers 206, 207, 211, dyes 207, 211 or antibodies 212.  
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Triangular RNA molecules:  

 
Figure 9. Triangular RNA structures. (3WJ-nRA motif 1, pRNA 3WJ motif 211, 16s rRNA 3WJ motif 213, pRNA trimer 209, 
K-turn motif 214, Tetra-U motif 215) 

The first attempt to create triangular RNA structure with regulatory function was 
proposed in early 2000’s 207, where the RNA trimer was made of the 3 monomers, 
each based on the pRNA motif (RNA from phi29 bacteriophage) 206, 216, 217. The 
monomers were equipped with CD-4 glycoprotein binding aptamer, folate and 
siRNA fragment or fluorescently labeled siRNA. Such combination of 
functionalities allowed for target recognition, binding and simultaneous 
visualization of delivered constructs. Such structural RNAs were showed to be 
processed by Dicer 218 and were used against different cancer models, like 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma 218 or ovarian cancer 208. In the ovarian tumor model, the 
pRNA based RNA dimer consisted of 2 siRNAs targeting against 2 genes 
simultaneously and a folate-receptor recognition tag 208. This pRNA-based design 
was further developed and used to create boiling-resistant triangular RNA 
scaffolds 211. The triangular module is a tetramer, based on three RNA fragments 
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forming 3WJ domains of phi29 pRNA with extended helixes and one RNA segment 
forming the triangle’s scaffold (Figure 9). The angle between 2 of the helixes was 
approximately 60o and the helixes were equipped with specific sticky ends to allow 
binding between trimers and eventually form a hexamer or more complex 2D 
honeycomb-like arrays. The presented structure was successfully equipped with 3 
fluorescent probes (MG and SPINACH RNA aptamers, Cy3-labeled DNA) for 
tracking of triangle formation. Later the same design, harboring ribozyme, anti-
luciferase siRNA, and folate conjugated ssDNA was proven to maintain activity of 
each added functionalities. Likewise, an siRNA carrying RNA assembly based on 
DNA-derived DX tile motif, was used to form functional RNA lattices capable of 
RNAi induction 219. Those examples have confirmed the uniformity of RNA 
structures and showed that multiple functionalities may be introduced to the single 
molecule.  
The richness of the RNA world offers more than one way to form a desired shape, 
which was well demonstrated on the triangular platform. Previously mentioned 
kink turn 158 was utilized to form another equilateral triangle 220. The K-turn in this 
design plays two key roles, it allows for specific, high affinity binding of the 
ribosomal protein L7Ae and formation of 60o angle upon its binding. By changing 
the number of K-turns introduced to the RNA structure one may impact the shape 
of the RNA-protein hybrid which was presented by the high-speed AFM 
technique 221. To obtain a triangle, 2 RNA fragments carrying three (K-turn) motifs 
were designed. These motifs are separated by double helical segments upon 
assembly, and may be equipped with up to three L7Ae proteins in a concentration 
dependent manner. This RNA-protein complex was further modified by 
manipulating the length of the double helical fragments between apexes and 
modification of the protein itself 212. In this approach the triangle was designed to 
regulate the cell surface receptor activity and, to achieve that, the apexes were 
equipped with the fusion protein consisting of L7Ae and two antibody-binding 
domains or fusion of L7Ae and N-terminally trimmed galectin. The modified 
galectin in nature leads to T-cell’s glycoreceptors assembly and here was utilized 
as a tool for apoptosis induction. Authors showed that not only the triangle is able 
to successfully bind to the specific receptor on the cell surface but also, the triangle 
size variation allows to control apoptotic reaction. Based upon flow cytometry 
studies, authors suggested that the RNA structures form lattices on the surface of 
cells. As the triangle is larger the bound receptors are more spaced and it hinders 
apoptosis. Contrary, as the triangle diameter gets smaller, more of the constructs 
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attach to the surface bringing the receptors closer thus promoting apoptosis. This 
RNA-protein complex was finally modified by adding functional siRNA or 
fluorescently labeled RNA at the triangle sides to induce RNAi or visualize the 
construct in cells 221. The presented construct was reported to specifically bind the 
target cells via affibody attached at the apexes and regulate the GFP gene 
expression. This K-turn triangle design was later studied to allow controllable 
attachment and steric positioning of the functional proteins 222, it was also modified 
to carry 3 different proteins by assembly of 3 protein-bound monomers via kissing 
loop motifs 214. 
Another strategy undertaken to build an RNA triangle 213, 223, bases on the three-way 
junction (3WJ) motifs position at the corners. The first approach was based on the 
four RNA strands, where 3 strands form sides of the triangle and are held by the 4th 
internal core strand; 213. The second approach consists of three monomers connected 
via specific kissing-loop interaction 223. Each monomer was designed following the 
RNA architectonics and rational design approach 126, 159, 174, 178, 224 (Figure 10). It was 
based on the centrally placed 3WJ motif which allows to form a Y-shaped structure, 
with 3 double helical arms pointing out from the motif. One arm of a monomer 
carry the regulatory fragment at the ends, with 2nt 3’-overhang which facilitates 
Dicer cleavage. The 2 remaining arms are flanked with 6nt pairing loops, specific 
between monomers. The loop-ended arms are placed 60° from one another that 
allows formation of a nearly equilateral triangle upon trimer assembly. Previous 
study showed that the regulatory siRNA fragments incorporated into the structural 
RNA trimer were effectively released and induced RNAi 1. The picture below 
presents the design and architecture of the trimer, referred in presented studies as 
a first generation (G1).  
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Figure 10. Structure of the triangular tectoRNA. From Jedrzejczyk, D. & Chworos, A. (2015) 223 

A tetra-U helix linking motif turned out to be a versatile platform for RNA 
structures assembly, allowing to fabricate corners of a triangle 215. A triangle based 
on the tetra-U helix linking motif was built from four RNA strands, similarly to the 
beforementioned 3WJ triangle 213. This structure had the 3 corners equipped with 
siRNAs targeted against GFP gene or red fluorescent dye for localization and was 
shown to enter the cells and regulate the gene expression. Authors also suggest that 
the tetra-U helix linking motif has potential to be used as a platform for assembly 
of squares, pentagons, hexagons and higher order polygons. 

 

Square RNA structures: 
In analogy to variety of methods used to form an RNA triangle, the nature of RNA 
and selection of motifs allow to build more complex structures such as 
squares 166, 225, 226, hexagons 179, 210, cuboids 180, octahedrons or 3D structures 190, 227 etc.  
In order to create a square structure, the motif of 90o angle is the most 
straightforward. It was achieved by incorporation of 4 right angle motifs (RA) to 
form corners of a square 166. Each of the RA motifs were introduced to 4 separate 
monomers, with 2 helical arms equipped with specific loops to later assemble a 
tetramer in a square shape. The open end, sticking out from the RA motif, enabled 
functionalization leading to form a 2D lattices by binding between specific sticky 
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tail connectors. The controllability of square assembly and formation of lattices was 
further utilized to direct the AuNP deposition within the 2D scaffold 228. Another 
type of assembly allowing to form an RNA square are based on the 3WJ or tRNA 
motifs 225 introduced to monomers, which associate via loop-loop interaction, same 
as in the triangle and the beforementioned tectosquare 166, 223. The structure of the 
smallest square RNA construct (100 bases) was obtained by introduction of the IIa 
bulge domain from the internal ribosome entry site (IRES) of the hepatitis C virus 
(HCV) as a platform for 90o angle formation. Here the monomers assembled based 
on complementarity 226. Similar to the triangular framework, there is a square 
shaped RNA-protein complex 229. This was built based on the RPL1 rRNA motif, 
which promotes formation of a ~90o angle and specifically binds ribosomal protein 
RPL1 (from a thermophilic archaeon (Methanocaldococcus jannaschii), which is 
analogical to the L7Ae binding motif in the triangles. Such square RNA objects are 
also good candidates for siRNA functionalization. 
 

RNA Polygons 
An inverted loop-loop interaction originating from the RNAI/RNAII complex from 
E. Coli exhibits a characteristic 120o bend at the helix junction, which was utilized 
in rational design of a nanoring RNA structure 179, 230. By changing loop sequences, 
the 6 monomers can be designed to assemble specifically to form a final hexameric 
structure. The structure of monomers allows also for further modification or an 
extension at each monomer of the hexamer. This nanoring model was later 
assembled and analyzed experimentally 210 (Figure 11). In terms of siRNA 
incorporation, two main approaches may be undertaken: the siRNA sequence may 
be introduced into each monomer of the hexagon or protruded perpendicularly 
from each side, as extension of a monomer. Both nanoparticles’ types can be 
processed by Dicer releasing functional siRNA fragments, showing a potential to 
become another siRNA carrier. Moreover, it was reported that those RNA 
constructs express increased thermal stability and in human serum. The co-
transcriptional assembly of the nanoring structures carrying siRNA fragments was 
presented later 231. An equimolar set of DNA templates was transcribed into 
tectoRNA elements with wild type T7 RNA polymerase in the presence of either 
classical nucleoside triphosphates or with UTP replaced by 2′ -fluorinated UTP. 
Such nanorings effectively hindered the GFP expression in the model system and, 
as expected, the fluorinated structure was more resistant to nucleolysis in blood 
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serum. Furthermore, the nanoring model was modified by hybridization with DNA 
or introduction of other functionalities, such as: RNA aptamers, fluorescent dyes, 
proteins 232. The protruding dsRNA fragments in this design were attached to the 
nanoring via toehold interaction, which allowed to extend the range of possible 
functionalities and simplify modification. Structural RNA nanorings are effective 
tools for imaging (fluorescent dye localization), FRET imaging (fluorescently 
labeled R/DNA hybrids reassociation in the presence of cognate hybrids 233, 234, or 
gene silencing by attached siRNAs and aptamer directed delivery (EGFR specific 
aptamer). 
With the development of RNA nanotechnology tools for therapeutic applications it 
became essential to explore the potential unintended immune activity and off target 
effects of such functional RNA structures 235. The immune response of RNA, 
RNA/DNA and DNA polygons (triangles, tetragons, pentagons and hexagons) was 
investigated. It was determined that both RNA and RNA/DNA polygons stimulate 
release of IFN-β, suggesting that RNA presence is necessary to trigger interferon 
response. Polygons however, did not provoke the release of cytokines. The 
RNA/DNA polygon or RNA fiber aiming to deliver siRNA with simultaneous 
blockage of NF-k B and FRET signal induction were recently presented 236. That 
structure was designed to regulate the target gene expression, visualize the RNA-
DNA reassociation in cells (FRET) and perturb LPS-induced NF-kB translocation, 
hence regulate proinflammatory cytokine release. The nanotechnology of 
structures composed of RNA holds a great promise to play a role in targeted gene 
therapies, and with tunable immune response may offer some clinical 
possibilities 237.  
 

 
Figure 11. Example of functional RNA hexagon. Adapted from 238 
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Other 3D RNA nanoparticles have also been utilized as multifunctional tools for 
biological applications. A cubical RNA particle build predominantly on the RNA 
double helix was presented in 2010 by Afonin et al 180. Two models for the cube 
formation were designed, either hexameric or decameric, made of DNA, RNA or 
RNA/DNA, with dangling ends, where the corners were formed by 3 single 
strands 239. The cubes were synthesized and analyzed by electrophoresis and 
CryoEM. Cubes are composed of short RNA fragments allowing for chemical 
synthesis as well as transcriptional synthesis with simultaneous assembly. The 
design allows for functionalization with siRNA, labels, aptamers etc. The RNA 
cubes were shown to regulate the gene expression in the model system and were 
further equipped with DNA toeholds with a view to generate siRNAs with 
fluorescent label at the dangling ends 240. In this design a FRET signal is activated 
when the cognate hybrids re-associate in the presence of RNA/DNA duplex (co-
transfection) carrying fluorescently labeled siRNA sense strand. Nanocubes 
composed of RNA (RNA/RNA, RNA/DNA) are able to provoke cytokine and 
interferon response in cells. The RNA/RNA constructs are processed by Dicer 
leading to RNAi which was not observed for DNA/RNA and RNA/DNA 
constructs, making the RNA interesting for potential clinical applications. The 
tunability and multifunctionality of the RNA structures was investigated in greater 
detail in the modified cube model without toeholds. The structures, called cubes 
and anti-cubes (reverse complement), expressed programmable shape-switching 
leading to activation of multiple functionalities such as RNAi, FRET, enzymatic 
activity or split-aptamer assembly 241. The RNA cube was the most 
immunostimulatory among tested variants.  
All previously described examples of RNA structures were mostly based on RNA 
architectonics, where RNA tiles could assemble into complex nanoobjects. There is 
however a developing technology of RNA origami that has also been used for gene 
expression regulation. Recently the RNA origami octahedron with RNAi 
functionality was presented 161. Although formation of this construct does not 
change significantly the RNA stability, it was proven that a single RNA strand self-
assembled into a 3D object, can make an RNAi inducer. Such elements are Dicer 
substrates and can regulate gene expression in the model system offering another 
approach for genetic therapy. 
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Metal nanoparticles in health sciences  
The nanotechnology of metal nanoparticles has been evolving in parallel with the 
biotechnology, biomechanics, microfluidics and other fields of science. Metal 
nanoparticles (Me-NP) alone have interesting optical and biological properties, 
which were utilized in fields like pharmacy and cosmetics. Moreover, a wide 
panoply of metal nanoparticles has been functionalized with biomolecules, like 
ligands, drugs, antibodies, peptides, nucleic acids etc. to form specialized 
conjugates adaptable for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes (Figure 12). Among 
metal nanoparticles the nanoparticles of gold, silver and platinum are the most 
studied. 
 

 
Figure 12. Biomedical applications of nanoparticles through conjugation with various active moieties including nucleic 
acids, peptides, receptors, antibodies, and small molecules. Taken with permission from Azharuddin, M., et al. 242 

 

Gold nanoparticles 
Gold nanoparticles are known for their chemical inertness, enzymatic stability, 
neglectable cytotoxicity 243 and physicochemical characteristics 244, 245. The 
advancement in chemical synthesis allows currently for efficient synthesis of AuNP 
and many unique shapes have been obtained and are available commercially, like 
for example spheres, nanorods or stars 246-248. The fact that AuNP can be 
functionalized by ligand exchange, and their optical characteristics (surface 
plasmon of AuNPs and relatively large extinction coefficients) made them an 
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interesting component for studies in the fields of research, engineering and 
medicine 245. Owing to the availability of AuNPs in various sizes and shapes, as well 
as, the ease of functionalization, AuNPs became recognized as good candidates for 
conjugation with biological ligands, such as: nucleic acids 249-251 peptides 252, 253, 
proteins 254, 255, enzymes 256-258, antibodies 259, 260, and chemotherapeutic agents 261, 262. 
With the optical characteristics of AuNP and their biological stability, such 
conjugates can be used as biologically active-unit and are suitable for biological 
studies, imaging or drug delivery. The increased performance and stability of 
AuNP conjugates compared to the biologically active-unit alone has been 
previously proven for siRNA, peptides or drugs 263-266. 
Gold nanoparticles have proven their utility in medical fields. For example, AuNPs 
were used in photothermal therapy 267, 268, where the optical properties are desired. 
Moreover, by functionalizing AuNP with target-specific moieties, one can imagine 
targeting selected cancer cells 269, 270. The field of bioimaging has been benefitting 
from the optical properties of gold nanoparticles. In the laboratory scale AuNP are 
utilized in cellular studies to visualize cellular components or track nanoparticles 
to study their delivery, accumulation or metabolism 271, 272. The AuNPs were also 
applied in the in vivo studies to aid mapping of lymph nodes 273 or vascular blood 
flow 274. AuNPs are also used as a tool for cancer imaging and were reported to be 
a core element in detection probes for melanoma, prostate or carcinoma cancer 
cells, circulating breast cancer cells 275 and brain tumors 276.  
The advancements made in this field allow to functionalize AuNP with diversity of 
cargos to be delivered to the target. Thiol compounds can form strong interaction 
with AuNP and were utilized to stabilize, immobilize AuNP or as an interface 
linking AuNP with other elements 277, 278. A simple example of thiol 
functionalization of AuNP is a conjugate with a thio-glucose, which increases 
compound’s stability, cell adsorption and biocompatibility. Such conjugates can be 
used for biosensing 279, 280, cancer therapy 281, 282, theragnostic tactics 283 and were 
recently characterized in depth 284. It was shown that AuNP conjugated with 
selected antigens or immunostimulants are able to provoke immune response in 
cells 285, 286 or lead to production of specific antibodies 287. Following such approach, 
AuNP may serve as a mean for delivery or as an adjuvant in modern vaccines. 
Interestingly, it is also possible to combine more than one type of cargo with AuNP 
and thus obtain the synergistic effect. For example a nanoparticle composed of: Au 
nanorods with proven photothermal activity, folic acid that enhances breast cancer 
specificity and a chemotherapeutic agent - Doxorubicin was shown to have 
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superior therapeutic power upon laser irradiation 288. Similarly, a synergistic 
approach was undertaken to produce a potent anti-cancer popcorn-like 
nanostructures based on AuNP self-grown on the surface of extracellular vesicles 
encapsulated with Doxorubicin (EVdox) 289. A variety of AuNPs applications have 
been demonstrated, such as: thermal therapy for cancer treatment 268, 270, melanoma 
diagnostics and targeted therapy 275, delivery of drugs, immunotherapeutic agents 
or nucleic acids 287, 290. 

 

Platinum nanoparticles 
Platinum is a well-recognized compound due to its industrial application, such as 
in catalysis or production of alloys used for example in automotive, jewelery, 
medicine or electronics. Besides that, it plays a key role in chemistry, biotechnology 
and nanomedicine. Platinum is used in chemistry as a catalyst for oxidation and 
reduction reactions and is widely exploited in catalytic converters but also in fuel 
cells or production of e.g. silicone, nitric acid and benzene 291. However, in order to 
reduce the platinum exploitation and enhance its catalytic performance, much 
attention has been devoted to study of Pt nanomaterials to replace the standard Pt 
catalysts 292. From the medical point of view, platinum nanoparticles (PtNPs) have 
been studied as a potential mean for cancer therapy, diagnostic screening, imaging 
and infection treatment. Platinum nanoparticles at 0 oxidation state are considered 
to be nontoxic (FDA note from 2018 293) and are stable in the cellular 
environment 294, 295.  
PtNPs can be synthesized in the variety of sizes. Small (<3nm) PtNPs were reported 
to enter bacterial cells and cause bacterio-toxic effect while larger ones were 
bacteria-inactive which was attributed to their inability to enter bacterial cells 296. 
At the same time, the zebrafish involved study has shown that, while being 
bacterio-toxic, the pectin stabilized PtNPs (2-5nm) were harmless to the host 
organism, thus cured bacterial infection without side effects 297. 
Platinum nanoparticles may also be coated with fluorescent probes and utilized for 
imaging, as they can enter cells without cytotoxic effects 298. Another attractive 
approach to produce highly fluorescent and stable probe for bioimaging is to evoke 
fluorescence from nanoparticles’ clusters composed of mixed metal nanoparticles 
(Ag, Au, Pt, and Cu). Such nanoclusters were shown to be fluorescent via phase 
transfer and have capacity to be functionalized with desired ligands like peptides 
for further use in diagnostics 299. Platinum nanoparticles were also utilized as 
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colorimetric probes 300 that were thus far applied in a numerous applications included 
detection of nucleic acids, antibiotics, proteins, viruses, bacteria, tumor markers and 
other bioactive components 301. Platinum nanoparticles, like other metallic 
nanoparticles, are promising tools for therapy. It was presented that, contrary to 
the platinum derivatives, commonly used in cancer chemotherapy, the PtNPs 
exhibit much greater sensitization of biological sample when ionization is applied. 
The DNA damage during irradiation is increased upon PtNP attachment, which is 
desired in radiotherapy 302. As PtNPs may be conjugated with selected ligand to 
aim a specific cellular target, they hold a promise to become tools for cancer 
therapeutics. For example, it was reported that cancer-specific PtNP modified with 
cysteines to target the HER2 receptor were not only successfully reaching the target 
breast cancer cells but also enhanced radiation sensitization 303.  
 

Silver nanoparticles: 
Considering metal nanoparticles for biomedical applications it is necessary to 
review silver nanoparticles (AgNPs). Silver is commonly known for its 
antimicrobial traits which made AgNPs an interesting component of medical 
coatings, cosmetics, fabrics and other materials. Owing to optical, catalytic and 
antibacterial properties of silver nanoparticles they have been widely applied for 
therapies, diagnostics but also play important role in dentistry and wound 
healing 304. There are few methods used for generating AgNPs of different 
properties and functionalities, including eco-synthesis of AgNPs involving 
microorganisms and plants 305. Granted their industrial utility and lower price 
compared to AuNP and PtNP, it should not be surprising that AgNPs still have a 
significant contribution to the overall number of nanoproducts produced. 
Unlike gold and platinum, silver nanoparticles are not a common choice for drug 
delivery. It is mostly due to the uncertainties relating to AgNPs biocompatibility. 
However, AgNPs conjugates with anti-inflammatory agents were proven to be 
successful as anesthetics and exhibited improved performance compared to 
classical anti-inflammatory drugs 306, 307. Different mechanisms have been attributed 
to the antibacterial potency of AgNPs, for example Ag ions and AgNPs may attach 
to the bacterial walls and membranes, damage intracellular elements or provoke 
oxidative stress 308, 309. Amongst all studied applications, the most vivid seems to be 
potential use of AgNPs in the control of malaria 310. 
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Silver nanoparticles have a significant contribution to the cancer therapy. For 
example, they can successfully deliver anti-cancer drugs such as methotrexate, 
doxorubicin and alendronic acid with better effectivity than the drugs alone with 
minimized side effects 311, 312; AgNPs can be co-delivered in micelles with anti-cancer 
drugs like curcumin and were showed to enhance the cytotoxic effect of the 
construct 313; AgNPs carries were also used for antisense drug delivery with photo-
activated release, which was used in CD54 gene expression regulation in cancer 
cells 314. Such AgNP-derived anti-cancer modules were also shown to work 
combined with a magnetic field or photothermal therapies 315, 316 and as signal 
enhancers for the fluorescence and x-ray diagnostics 317.  
Owing to their antibacterial properties AgNPs became of interest for the oral care 
application and silver has been used in the area of dentistry over the years 318, 319. 
Silver nanoparticles have been studied as a potential additive to be exploited in the 
field of orthodontics and dentistry to make antibacterial resins and fillings 320. 
Similarly, the process of wound healing might be improved in the presence of 
AgNPs 321. Similarly, the AgNPs coated with polyphenols were shown to have 
antimicrobial 322, antiviral, immunostimulatory properties 323, as well as to promote 
wound healing in a size dependent manner 324, 325. With that in mind, series of 
AgNP-infused nanomaterials to be applied in wound healing management have 
been described 326.  
The qualities of metal nanoparticles, such as their antimicrobial properties, drug 
assisting and a great panoply of medical and diagnostic applications make them an 
exceptional mean instrumental for many fields. As they emerged as potential drug 
delivery agents, it became pressing to further explore this quality of metal 
nanoparticles as well as combinations of beforementioned features. In the view of 
challenges in polar nucleic acids delivery, the perspective of using metal 
nanoparticles (Au, Ag, Pt) seems very attractive. 
 

RNA-metal nanoparticles interactions  
Metal nanoparticles may be equipped with new features by conjugation with 
biological cargo, including RNA. RNA is well known for its biological properties 
such as enzymatic activity (ribozymes), aptamer function or directing the process 
of gene expression silencing (RNAi) 327.  
A unique form of oligonucleotide-AuNP conjugate was introduced in 1996, where 
DNA rational assembly was used to create colloidal nanoparticle assembly 328.  
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This has given rise to a new stream of studies focusing on so called spherical nucleic 
acids (SNA), nanostructures that exhibit biological properties of nucleic acids and 
utility of nano-scale materials 329. SNAs are designed on the foundation of linear 
nucleic acids that are attached to the nanoparticle’s core. Such spherical 
nanostructure was proven to enter the cells and be processed without causing 
cytotoxic effect 330, 331. The DNA-based SNA have allowed to explore the field and 
extend to the RNA-based SNA. Spherical ribonucleic acids (SRNA) were utilized 
for gene expression regulation, building platforms for biosensing, 
immunostimulation and diagnostics. Considering the current technology, allowing 
to rationally design and produce RNA of choice, it seems natural to choose RNA as 
one of the functional groups for conjugation with metal nanoparticles. Such 
conjugate for biological application must be biocompatible, easily deliverable and 
stable in the cellular environment. Many uses of RNA in conjugation with metal 
nanoparticles, especially gold, have been reported thus far, examples of which will 
be described in this section. Such nanostructures were shown to be able to cross the 
lipid bilayer and to retain their biological activity 332. RNA – metal conjugates are 
usually formed based on the thiol bonds, noncovalent or electrostatic interactions. 
The thiol-gold bond is known to be the strongest among mentioned interactions 
and is most often utilized 332-338. The thiolated RNA is attached to the AuNP by 
citrate replacement from the nanoparticle surface (Figure 13). The remaining, forms 
of RNA-nanoparticle hybridization relay mostly on electrostatic interactions 
between differently charged layers of RNA, nanoparticles and other polymer 
intermediates 228, 339-344. 
 

 
Figure 13. Schematic synthesis of thiol-linked spherical nucleic acids. Gold nanoparticles are synthesized from chloroauric 
acid in the presence of citrate; obtained AuNPs are treated with bis-(p-sulfonatophenyl)phenylphosphine (BSPP) to replace 
citrate ions prior to attachment of tiolated nucleic acids. Adapted from345 
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Although RNA-metal nanoparticle complexes are the most abundant in gene 
regulation approaches, there exist a niche utilizing SRNA for other purposes. One 
example of SNA utility is the immunotherapy. As nucleic acids bind to endosomal 
toll-like receptors (TLRs) it became possible to utilize their spherical forms to 
stimulate immune response, impede it in autoimmune disorders 346, 347 or use in 
cancer immunotherapy 338. Inserting nucleic acids into the spherical system has 
broadened the chances to extend their basic functionalities by adding modules, 
such as: chemical and fluorescent tags, used for detection or quantification; metals 
to assist imaging; antibodies, peptides and aptamers, boosting targeted delivery.  
The RNA world offers a wide panoply of functional elements, such as aptamers, 
ribozymes or riboswitches. Scientist learned to tune these functional RNAs, to 
apply them in biosensing and diagnostics. RNA aptamers are well recognized due 
to their specificity for a range of targets in cells (receptors, proteins, nucleic acids). 
Owing to development of the SELEX methodology it became feasible to select and 
produce desired, target-specific aptamers 348. Such structures may be conjugated 
with AuNP, which gives a chance to target a particular element in cells and 
visualize them. This was applied for example to detect prostate-specific membrane 
antigen (PSMA) 349, 350. Expanding the aptamer-bound SNA, by addition of drug 
(doxorubicin), lead to formation of a device able to recognize prostate cancer cells 
via aptamer interaction, visualize them in CT scans and finally destroy the cancer 
cells 351. Another aptamer-based approach was used for Neomycin B detection 352. 
Here the polyA was used as an anchor to attach RNA fragment. A fluorescent probe 
bearing RNA aptamer fragment was added and in the presence of Neomycin B the 
strands assembled, quenching fluorescence.  
On the other hand, mRNA-derived structural RNA fragments, known as 
riboswitches can be affected upon interaction with small molecules, protein, RNA 
or ions 353. Upon ligand interaction, a riboswitch changes its spatial shape, which 
was utilized in biosensing. Similar to regular RNAs, riboswitches can be conjugated 
with AuNP and that was applied to prepare sensing RNA arrays. In this setup 
selected riboswitches were immobilized on the AuNP surface and used for 
detection of secondary messengers, cobalt ions, theophylline 354 and flavin 
mononucleotide (FMN). 
However, the gene expression regulation is the most studied utility of SRNA, since 
it has a potential to treat genetic diseases or tune protein expression 333. Many 
approaches have been undertaken to achieve the RNAi. However, like other 
therapeutic approaches, this one also struggles with delivery methodology that 
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could bypass the cellular defense mechanisms. The use of spherical nanoparticles 
offers a chance to overcome this obstacles as they were previously reported to 
penetrate cells without external transfection agents nor they have caused 
cytotoxicity 332355. The most robust RNA-AuNP conjugates are equipped with 
additional elements enhancing cell penetration. An example of such nanoparticle is 
an siRNA-AuNP hybrid supplemented with a poly-β-amino ester, allowing to 
screen the negative charge form RNA, facilitating cellular delivery 356. Addition of 
a cell penetrating peptides has also allowed to greatly improve cellular penetration, 
which was proven in a cervical cancer model. The nanoparticle composed of RGD 
peptide, siRNA and AuNP core was proven effective in vitro (HeLa) and in vivo, as 
it penetrated the tumor and led to target gene regulation 357. A tremendous success 
has been also presented with SNA activity in the central nervous system (CNS). 
Not only were they able to cross blood-brain-barrier but, most of all, they lead to 
RNAi and reduction of the tumor volume 335, 336, 358. This was an important step for 
drug delivery to the CNS, knowing that therapies have long been struggling to 
overcome the tumor tissue barrier. Likewise, an important progress was made in 
the field of topical drug delivery (administered through the skin). The SNA 
composed of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) - targeted siRNA and AuNP 
was applied as a potential treatment of skin conditions. Those nanoconjugates were 
shown to penetrate through mice’ skin upon topical administration and regulated 
EGFR expression, thinning the epiderma 334. 
By combining the fluorescence and regulatory functionalities it was possible to 
obtain a biomimetic probe 85, 341. Scientists showed that this tool could 
simultaneously regulate the c-Myc oncogene expression and visualize the RISC’s 
activity with the fluorescent probe complementary to the innate Ago-miRNA 
complex. This allowed to regulate the gene of interest and track the process in 
parallel.  
Although the thiol-AuNP conjugation is the most commonly used, there exist a 
plethora of RNA-AuNP conjugates relaying on the noncovalent 
interactions (Figure 14). Mostly electrostatic interactions are utilized as an 
alternative for thiol conjugation as it does not require RNA modification and can 
be achieved by stacking differently charged layers 339. Such nanoparticles were used 
for gene expression regulation and equipped with multiple modifications, showing 
their applicability in the field of bio-nanotechnology and therapeutics.  
One of the routes leading to formation of this type of SNA is the use of dendronized 
components, with a cumulative positive charge being able to attract and hold 
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negatively charged siRNA fragments. Such nanoparticles were reported to regulate 
the gene expression without causing any toxic side effects 340, 342. 
In the electrostatically held RNA-AuNP system there is also room for functional 
development. An example of such functionally complex structure is a siRNA-
AuNP conjugate equipped with transferrin or folic acid, that support receptor 
mediated cell penetration. It was effectively delivered to the prostate cancer cell 
model and regulated the gene expression 343. 
 

 
Figure 14. Non-covalent RNA-AuNP interactions. (A) RNA entrapped within the dendronized polymer layer 340. (B) 
Hierarchical supramolecular assembly of TS ladder decorated with cationic AuNPs 228. (C) Layer by layer deposition of 
siRNA and poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) on the surface of AuNPs 339 (blue represents PEI, green represents siRNA). Taken 
with permission from: A 340, B 228, C 339. Adapted from 345 

An inverted tactic, displacing AuNPs from the nanoparticle’s core was used as 
alternative RNA vector. This 3D nanoparticle was obtained by trapping AuNPs 
within dendrimeric network, that improved its stability. It served as a platform for 
RNA or DNA attachment and delivery showing Bcl-2 gene expression regulation 
in the model HeLa cells 344. Interestingly this design enhanced the delivery system 
based on dendrimers alone, expressed lower cytotoxicity and was also proven 
effective in the glioblastoma model 359. In the latter example, previously mentioned 
RGD peptide was introduced to the nanoparticle boosting cell penetration effect 
and thus improving regulatory performance.  
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Although much progress has been made since the first implementation of SNAs 
there is still room for improvement in terms of biocompatibility and functionality. 
The conjugation of before mentioned tectoRNA structures with nano-spheres has a 
potential to add another level of programmability to the SNA technology. Due to 
their composite structure, the tectoRNAs, by themselves, have already improved 
signaling capacity compared to regular siRNA. This hypothesis was confirmed in 
human cell lines, where single siRNAs or tectoRNAs were targeted to regulate the 
mRNA for green fluorescence protein (GFP) 1. Driven by previous literature 
reports, it seems reasonable to combine both, metal nanoparticles and tectoRNA 
technologies to extend applicability of SNAs. One can imagine that metallic nano-
sphere capped with structurally defined tectoRNAs (tectoRNA-MeNP) may 
expand applicability of the whole nanodevice, by enhancing its bioavailability, 
improving ability to penetrate cell membrane and increasing local concentration of 
regulatory element, and importantly, allowing for uniform delivery of a mixture of 
signaling elements. Such structures can further be explored in living cells as 
potential mean for gene therapy or be treated as building blocks to assemble 
macromolecular nanomaterials of various utilities. 
Thus far, the most structurally advanced RNA form introduced into the SNA 
framework was before mentioned RNA aptamer. The structural properties of RNA 
have been shown to direct the formation of inorganic particles. For example, some 
natural RNA motifs may act as a catalyst for inorganic-particle formation, owing to 
their programmability and stable 3D structure. It was reported that palladium 
nanoparticles’ formation can be driven by pyridyl modified structured RNAs 360. 
According to the authors, the specific RNA fragments participate in organometallic 
compounds recognition and stabilize the metallic intermediates.  
In this view, the structural RNA nanoparticles serve as a platform for spatial 
organization of metal nanoparticles, such as gold 361 or before mentioned 
palladium 360. For example, the tectoRNA architecture was used as a scaffold for 
coordinated AuNP arrangement 361. It is therefore within a reach to control metal 
nanoparticle layouts only by tuning RNA geometry, which is fundamental for 
modern nanodevices design. Among reviewed nanoparticles, gene expression 
regulation was only driven by the presence of siRNA. With the functional capacity 
of structural RNA world, it seems logical to look for solutions utilizing the best of 
both nanotechnologies of RNA and metal nanoparticles.  
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RNA nanotechnology in the COVID-19 era 
Since the year 2020, all fields of life have been highly affected by the worldwide 
COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
- SARS-CoV-2. The SARS-CoV-2 is a spherical, enveloped RNA virus, which means 
that its genetic material is composed of single-stranded, positive-sense RNA 
(+ssRNA) capped at a 5’-end and polyadenylated at the 3’-end. The envelope 
consists of 3 main proteins, namely: M protein, which is involved in viral assembly 
and budding; E protein, which is involved in morphogenesis, release and viral 
pathogenesis; and S protein which is responsible for cellular receptor recognition 
and cell invasion 362. No cure has been reported thus far to manage the COVID-19 
epidemics; however, a lot of efforts have been devoted to work on SARS-CoV-2 
leading to better understanding of the disease, virulence and some potential drugs 
have been accepted to clinical trials. The heroic work of scientists and medics 
around the world have contributed tremendously to development of the first 
COVID-19 vaccine that was introduced in December 2020 by Pfizer–BioNTech. 
It was the first vaccine for this virus but was also a pioneer in the field of mRNA 
vaccines. The nanotechnology of RNA has emerged as a potential mean to produce 
drugs and antiviral vaccines that are able to compete with the classical therapeutics 
used in medicine.  
Since the discovery of mRNA in early 1960 363, 364 almost 40 years must have passed 
for the first oligonucleotide-based drug (Fomivirsen, now discontinued) to be 
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which marked the 
entrance of mRNA to the clinical research. However, the most significant steps in 
the field of RNA’s clinical application have been made in the last decade, with the 
FDA approval of an RNAi drug against hereditary ATTR amyloidosis in 2018 
(Patisiran) 365 and recent advances in clinical application of mRNA-based 
vaccines 366, 367.  
In the light of worldwide COVID-19 pandemics, the mRNA vaccines became of 
interest, owing to the possibility of designing and producing them in a much 
shorter time and controlled way, compared to the classical peptide-derived 
vaccines. The major element of the mRNA vaccines is the messenger RNA, 
naturally lying at the interface between DNA and protein, which serves a matrix 
for protein biosynthesis in the translation process 366, 367. To make a vaccine, an 
mRNA fragment is selected based on the viral genome. Such mRNA codes a viral 
protein, triggering an immune response, which is activated in the process of protein 
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translation in the host cells. This protein is later processed by the cell’s metabolism 
(proteolytic vesicle, proteasome system) and may be taken up by the antigen 
presenting proteins belonging to the class I and II of a major histocompatibility 
complex (MHC I and MHC II). The antigen presented by the MHCs is recognized 
by the T-cells, which leads to induction of a cellular immune response. Part of the 
produced antigen may be released outside of a cell and then recognized by the B-
cells, responsible for development of a humoral immunity. All those processes are 
interconnected with each other and are said to both, produce antibodies (B-cell 
activity) as well as provoke specific T-cell antiviral response 368, 369. The mRNA 
vaccines are usually classified in one of the three main categories: 1) non-
replicating mRNA vaccines, which are composed of mRNA fragment coding for 
the desired protein and are usually delivered within some carrier molecule; 2) self-
replicating mRNA vaccines, that have a sequence containing a module responsible 
for replication of the mRNA (usually virus derived self-replication sequence) 
independent of the host; 3) in vitro dendritic cell non-replicating mRNA vaccines, 
which is the most advanced way of vaccine formation, where the host dendritic 
cells are extracted from blood, transfected with a specific mRNA, and finally 
returned to the patient - this method is however the least economic and thus least 
studied. With the outburst of COVID-19 epidemic, some mRNA vaccines were 
introduced to the clinical trials. Two of them, currently used worldwide, were 
proposed by the Moderna company and Pfizer–BioNTech (mRNA-1273 and 
BNT162b2, respectively). Another example of mRNA vaccine was presented under 
the commercial name - STARR™ Technology. This is a mRNA self-replicating 
vaccine encapsulated in a lipid-based carrier (LUNAR® by Arcturus therapeutics). 
The rapid progression of the vaccine field holds a great promise to compete with 
traditional vaccination methods and quicker reaction in the face of future 
epidemics 370. 
In the field of post-infection treatment of COVID-19 the RNAi therapeutics seem to 
have a potential to create a robust line of targeted defense. The effectiveness of such 
method was already shown in cell studies to fight the infection with SARS-CoV 
virus, which caused the SARS epidemics in 2002-2004 371. In this study, a set of 
siRNAs, targeted against 3’-UTR or the coronavirus Spike protein’s (S) gene, were 
designed and synthesized. A study in Vero-E6 cells infected with a virus showed 
that 100 pmoles of the best performing siRNA sequences were able to inhibit SARS-
CoV replication in the cell line, 48h post-infection/transfection. Analogically, 
siRNA-based therapeutics were proposed in response to COVID-19 epidemics by 
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the cooperation of 2 American companies Alnylam and Vir. A set of siRNAs, 
targeting highly conserved regions of the SARS-CoV-2 genome, was synthesized 
and analyzed in the virus model (data wasn’t shown). Companies claimed that the 
selected siRNAs reached 95% inhibition of virion production at a concentration 
below 1nM for SARS-CoV-2, but also is predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV virus from 
the previous outbreak. What is interesting about this particular drug is the 
proposed way of delivery by inhalation directly into the lungs of infected patients. 
Such application of active ingredient is especially attractive in a fight against 
pulmonary infections as it may shorten drug’s way to the most affected regions 372. 
Several siRNAs targeting conserved regions of SARS-CoV-2 genome were screened 
recently and tested in vivo 373. The selected siRNAs or their mixes were delivered 
intravenously in lipid carriers and both showed to hinder viral expression, thus 
impeding the development of COVID-19 disease. The use of mixed siRNA 
fragments can minimize the likelihood of adaptive viral resistance. In order to get 
a highly functional drug it must be efficiently taken up by cells and stable in serum 
for extended period of time. RNA stability is often assured by RNA backbone of 
nucleobase modifications. An example of such is replacement of uridines with N1-
methyl-pseudouridines in mRNA SARS-CoV-2 vaccines (Pfizer-BioNTech and 
Moderna). This was proven to boost vaccine effectiveness by stabilizing the 
structure and reducing immunogenity of mRNA 374 375. As for the delivery systems, 
their major role is to promote cellular uptake, protect the cargo and release upon 
delivery. Thus far, RNA oligonucleotides have been either conjugated 376 with 
different agents such as antibodies 377, peptides 378, 379, aptamers 380, 381, 
nanoparticles 382, 383, lipids 384, 385 or carbohydrates 386; encapsulated in lipid 
nanoparticles 387, 388 or exosomes 389, 390 and in nucleic acid origami structures 391, 392. 
The most recent clinical success of mRNA vaccines shows that the lipid 
nanoparticles are currently at the frontline of RNA drug delivery and are currently 
seen as a safe and effective delivery vehicle 388. The topic of therapeutic 
oligonucleotides delivery and modification has been extensively studied and there 
exist a plethora of reports dedicated to it 393-395.  
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Results and discussion 
The aim of this project is to design, synthesize, assemble and investigate AuNPs 
functionalized with rationally designed, structured RNA trimer. AuNPs serve as 
vehicle for delivery of functionalized RNA to living cells. The delivery system 
based on metal nanoparticles has already been proven to perform well for multiple 
cargos like DNA, RNA or small molecules 396, 330. Spherical nucleic acids (SNA) 
represent a group of nucleic acids introduced into the spherical shape to obtain 
different functionalities. Such nanostructures were used to deliver nucleic acids to 
cells for therapeutic applications, immunostimulation, diagnostics and imaging or 
to regulate gene expression. The first such assembly of nucleic acid on the surface 
of nanoparticle was presented in 1996 by Mirkin’s group 328, where short thiolated 
ssDNA were attached to the AuNP and used to form greater assemblies of colloidal 
gold. Similarly short RNAs were attached to the AuNPs via terminal thiol-metal 
interaction 330, 332, 396. Such spherical architecture makes the siRNA accessible for 
enzymatic machineries which is crucial for biological activity of the compound.  
The structural RNA trimer, developed based on the 3wj-nRA motif 1, is composed 
of three monomers, each bearing regulatory sequence, identical to siRNA targeted 
against the CopGFP gene that can be expressed in a model cellular system. Such 
trimers can be processed by endonuclease Dicer resulting in siRNA release that can 
lead to RNAi response. To develop an RNA trimer with a gene regulation 
functionality, a set of siRNAs was selected and tested in a model human breast 
cancer cell line MDA-MB-231, stably expressing GFP. The siRNAs that most 
effectively silenced the GFP expression were later implemented into monomers and 
a structural trimer. This is referred as a first generation (G1) trimer. The concept 
presented here, referred as a third-generation monomers (G3), is a modification of 
short RNA fragment with a thiol group at the 5’ terminus, which after hybridization 
with a complement RNA fragment allows attachment of the structural RNA to the 
surface of AuNP. The newly developed RNA/AuNP was optimized, characterized 
and investigated in the model cell line to show its regulatory activity. 
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Design of RNA trimer with thiol functionality (third generation) 
This project utilizes a set of structural RNA trimers, bearing three regulatory 
sequences (siRNA) and a thiol linker to allow attachment to the gold nanoparticle. 
The structural RNAs with a thiol will further be called a third generation (G3) 
which was designed on a foundation of previously described first generation (G1) 
trimer 1 (Figure 15). 
 

 
Figure 15. Third generation RNA trimer design  

 
The regulatory sequences that are introduced into the trimer are based on 
previously selected and tested siRNA, that were proven to regulate the CopGFP 
gene expressed by the model cell line (MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP) 1. The siRNAs were 
designed following the Birmingham et. al (2007) protocol and validated in 
accordance with the Reynolds rules 199 to score a minimum of 4 points. Here we use 
selected siRNAs as a control for RNAi experiments in the GFP model and further 
for functionalization of metal nanoparticles.  
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In order to facilitate functionalization of a long RNA sequences the G3 trimer was 
designed. One of the G1 monomers (described in detail in the literature section), 
which is a single 120nt RNA strand, was redesigned by ‘removing’ a short RNA 
fragment (26nt) from the 5’ end. The remaining 94nt long RNA fragment is still 
capable of forming partial 3WJ motif with 2 loops responsible for interactions with 
other monomers. This RNA fragment (94nt) is synthesized transcriptionally, in the 
similar fashion to G1 monomers. The remaining short RNA, in this project 21 or 
26nt, is complementary to the 3’ end of the monomer. Such oligonucleotides can be 
synthesized chemically by the phosphoramidite method that can facilitate required 
modifications, for instance thiol linker at the 5’ end may be introduced 
synthetically. Having the two building blocks of the G3 monomer (Figure 16), one 
may associate them utilizing complementarity base pairing to form a new 5’-
modified monomer. In this project two sets of a short fragments were used: 1) the 
21nt RNA fragment with a gap at the 3WJ motif and 2) 26nt RNA fragment which 
allows to retrieve a 3WJ motif in the monomer. These 2 types of short RNA 
fragments were designed in order to test whether partial 3WJ motif is sufficient to 
form a stable trimer, while potentially simplifying Dicer treatment, since only one 
of two strands need to be cleaved. The scheme below juxtaposes a G1 monomer 
structure and 2 variants of a G3 monomer. 
 

 
Figure 16. Comparison of schematic representations of 3 monomers G1, and two G3 variants. 
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siRNA synthesis and association 
Short RNA fragments (21 and 26nt) used in this project were produced by chemical 
solid-phase synthesis from phosphoramidites in-house at the Centre of Molecular 
and Macromolecular Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences or purchased from 
Future Synthesis. Oligonucleotides were purified by HPLC, dried and resuspended 
in 1xTE buffer for storage. The size and purity of short chemically synthesized RNA 
fragments were checked during the HPLC purification step and later with mass 
spectrometry. 
Selected siRNAs were associated by thermal renaturation and analyzed by the 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), in nondenaturing conditions, to 
visualize duplex formation (Figure 17). The naming system of siRNAs corresponds 
to a single strand number (e.g., siR1 and siR2 make siR1-2) and the CopGFP gene 
with the siRNA sequence targets. Detailed description and sequences of the 
investigated siRNA may be found in the appendix. The picture below shows 
formation of duplexes from 2 synthetic RNA strands (21nt long each). As expected, 
siRNAs, whose one strand is modified with thiol linker (HS-siR1-2) or fluorescein 
(FAM-siR5-6) migrate somewhat slower compared to the identical siRNA without 
the modification. The siCop6 duplex seems to be the least stable in the experimental 
condition and was not used for further experiments.  

 
Figure 17. siRNAs duplexes visualized on the 10% native PAGE, stains-all 
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Because the efficiency of chemical RNA synthesis is length dependent, and 
reasonable for up to 70-80nt, longer RNA fragments (94 and 120nt), are produced 
enzymatically by in vitro transcription on the dsDNA templates.  

 

DNA matrix amplification 
A set of single stranded DNA templates and DNA primers were designed and 
synthesized in house or commercially (Genomed). The DNA templates were 
designed appropriately for PCR amplification and contained the sequence 
encoding the core elements of a monomer, namely 3wj-nRA motif sequence, helical 
arms, and specific coaxial loops. Primers were designed to modify the template by 
adding the T7 promoter sequence and appropriate sense/antisense pair to introduce 
siRNA sequence at the open end of a monomer. The detailed sequences of the DNA 
templates and primers may be found in the appendix. 
The PCR protocol for G3 monomers was optimized, because different polymerases 
were chosen to be used for amplification based on the PCR optimization. Each 
template was amplified following the 2-step protocol with 5 cycles performed in 
the lower annealing temperature to ensure forward primer to attach and make 
copies of the double stranded DNA; this was followed by 30 elongation cycles in 
the optimal temperature calculated as an average melting temperature of both 
primers. Properly performed PCR yielded dsDNA product, longer than the DNA 
template by the length of T7 promoter sequence - 18nt 397 and flanking variable 
fragments, that are added by the primers in order to introduce regulatory 
sequences. The PCR products were purified with the QIAquick PCR Purification 
Kit (Qiagen) and evaluated on the 1.5% agarose gel (Figure 18) in the presence of 
EtBr. The cleaned PCR products were all used for in vitro transcription with T7 RNA 
polymerase. 
 
 
 
Figure 18. A PCR product after purification. Agarose gel analysis for dsDNA 
templates for the G3 RNA synthesis (G3A1, G3A7, G3A9). 
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In vitro transcription  
The in vitro transcription with the T7 RNA polymerase was run to produce RNA 
on the previously prepared dsDNA (PCR products). Proper introduction of the T7 
promoter sequence to the PCR product plays the key role in the transcription 
protocol. It is a signaling fragment allowing for initiation of the transcription 
process with the T7 RNA polymerase. This fragment is not transcribed allowing for 
separation of DNA template and RNA product on the gel. Utilizing the size 
difference, the transcription progress can be analyzed with the agarose gel 
electrophoresis, before purification (picture not shown). If the RNA product was 
visible on the agarose gel, the enzymatic transcription process was stopped and 
RNA products were purified by extraction from denaturing polyacrylamide gel. 
Purified RNA fragments were stored in 1xTE buffer and the concentration of the 
samples was measured on the NanoDrop (ThermoScientific).  
 

RNA length and purity analysis  
In order to verify the purity and length of transcriptionally produced RNAs the 
denaturing PAGE was prepared (Figure 19).  
 
Figure 19 The 1st and 3rd generation of RNA after 
transcription, 10% Urea PAGE, Stains-all 

 
Monomers of G1 and G3 
generations were shown to 
migrate at expected level and 
their purity was sufficient for the 
further experiments. The G1 RNA 
monomers (120nt) were produced 
following the previously 
optimized protocol and thus 
could be used as size markers for 
the G3 monomers.  

 
 

1. G3A1 (94nt) 
2. G3A7 (94nt) 
3. G3A9 (94nt) 
4. G1A1 (120nt) 
5. G1B1 (120nt) 
6. G1C1 (120nt) 
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RNA trimer association 
In order to develop the most suitable protocol for the G3 trimer association, two 
factors were investigated: magnesium ions concentration and association protocol 
(stepwise association vs. one-pot association protocol). The presence of divalent 
magnesium ions is crucial for the formation of the structural motifs and 
noncovalent, long-distance loop-loop interactions. 
Trimer was associated from using G1 monomers: G1B1, G1C1 and CoreA7 with 
HS-RNA-7 for G3 monomer association. Several Mg2+ concentrations were tested: 
0.2mM, 1mM and 2mM of MgCl2. These experiments were done either in one-pot 
protocol or stepwise, where monomers were associated separately and then pulled 
together to associate the trimer. Associated mixture was analyzed using the 1.5% 
agarose gel (EtBr) in 0.5xTE buffer with 0.2mM Mg2+. 
 
 
Figure 20. RNA monomer and 
trimer analysis in stepwise and 
one-pot association protocols, 
RNA samples in amount of 
30poml in the presence of 
0.2mM, 1mM or 2mM Mg2+ 
(1.5% agarose gel, TB 0.5X, 
0.2mM Mg2+, EtBr, UV light), 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Looking at gel migration analysis (Figure 20) it is clear, that stepwise protocol was 
not as efficient as one-pot association protocol for G3 trimer assembly. Stepwise 
assembly is time consuming and also yields in significantly less of the trimer, 
regardless of the magnesium ions concentration. When it comes to the yield of 
added MgCl2, the 1mM magnesium seems to result in the optimal trimer formation 
based on the agarose gel experiments. 
An agarose gel electrophoresis was performed for analysis of dimer and trimer 
formation after assembly following the one step protocol with 1mM MgCl2. The 
constructs were analyzed with the 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis in 0.5xTE buffer 
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in the presence of EtBr. The gel image is presented below (Figure 21). Both, dimers 
and trimers were shown to be formed and their migration patterns differ. All tested 
structures (siRNA, monomer, dimer and trimer) can be easily distinguished on the 
agarose gel. 

 

Figure 21. The association of dimers and trimers at the native 1.5% agarose gel (EtBr, UV light) 

Similar experiment was performed with nondenaturing PAGE, where the 
association of G1 monomers and G3 monomers was studied. Based upon previous 
experiment the one-pot protocol was used to associate 3 different G3 trimers. The 
G1 trimer was used as a reference. Additionally, a set of 6 possible dimers, that can 
be potentially formed between a G3 and G1 monomers during association, was 
included to the analysis: D3A1B1, D3A7B1, D3A9B1, D3A1C1, D3A7C1, D3A9C1. 
The D1B1C1 dimer was used as a reference.  
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Figure 22. The association study in the presence of 0.2mM Mg2+ (10% native PAGE, 200V, 7h, 40C, stains-all) 

 
Figure 23. The association study in the presence of 1mM Mg2+ (10% native PAGE, 300V, 7h, 40C, stains-all) 

Monomers, dimers and trimers were associated by one step protocol in the presence 
of 0.2mM or 1mM magnesium and analyzed with the 10% native 
PAGE (Figures 22-23). In the gel experiments each RNA sample consisted of the 
same final amount of RNA. It turned out that the addition of 0.2mM Mg2+ is 
sufficient for the trimer formation. In the presence of 1mM magnesium ions 
monomers are not visible and the smears are less visible. Monomers may difficult 

Order of samples on the gels: 
G3 Monomers: 

1. G3A1 
2. G3A7  
3. G3A9 

G3 Dimers: 
4. D3A1B1 
5. D3A7B1  
6. D3A9B1 
7. D3A1C1  
8. D3A7C1 
9. D3A9C1 

G3 Trimers: 
10. T3A1B1C1  
11. T3A7B1C1  
12. T3A9B1C1  

G1 Controls: 
13. D1B1C1  
14. T1A1B1C1  
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to visualize due to formation of homodimers (likely via S-S bond) and cannot be 
distinguished from heterodimers. In the same time, T3 trimer formation is not 
significantly improved in the higher Mg2+ concentration and for this reason, 0.2mM 
MgCl2 was used in the further associations. 
 

Endonucleolytic digestion of structural RNA with Dicer 
Delivery of regulatory siRNA is essential to externally induce RNAi process in cells. 
Larger structures, such as trimers, may also be utilized for gene expression 
regulation, however these have to be cleaved in order to produce functional siRNA. 
Dicer is an RNAse III endonuclease that is responsible for cleavage of long dsRNA 
into 21-23nt fragments, leading to formation of miRNA or siRNA in cells. This 
study aimed to confirm that new generation of trimer can be processed by Dicer. 
Selected RNA constructs were used for enzymatic reaction in the presence of Dicer 
and results were analyzed with bioanalyzer (Figure 24).  
 
 

Figure 24. Bioanalysis result presenting Dicer 
processing of tectoRNA constructs. Dicer treated 
samples in lines 2, 4 and 6 are about 20nt shorter than 
the untreated RNA in lines 1, 3 and 5. RNA sizes 
estimated based on the 4nt internal control (green). 

 
 
 
 
Untreated RNA constructs were used as controls in this study. Trimers are not 
visible due to denaturing experimental conditions and the short siRNAs (~21nt) are 
not observed in the electropherogram generated with the used device setup. The 
upper bands, in lines 1, 3 and 5, correspond to 120nt full-length monomer. In lines 
2, 3 and 5, corresponding to the diced RNA samples, the 120nt upper band 
disappears while ~20nt shorter band becomes well visible.  
This result complies with the fact that Dicer usually generates ~21nt fragments from 
longer dsRNAs 398 proving that the new generation trimer is a good candidate for 
RNAi studies in cells. 
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In vitro studies in eukaryotic cell lines 
The following section is devoted to cellular studies of the proposed regulatory RNA 
nanoparticle. Initially a set of cytotoxicity experiments was performed in order to 
select the most suitable metal nanoparticle for conjugation with RNA structures. To 
do this, the spherical nanoparticles, namely: gold, platinum and silver, of different 
sizes were added to the cells and their cytotoxicity was tested with the colorimetric 
method. This experiment was carried in 3 cancerous human cell lines and one 
primary cell line as a reference. The selected nanoparticle was then used to optimize 
the process of conjugation with previously described regulatory RNAs. Having 
obtained the optimal conjugation protocol, the newly prepared regulatory 
nanoparticles were characterized by dynamic light scattering, transmission electron 
microscopy and finally their cytotoxicity was analyzed in the model cell line. 
Knowing that the RNA trimers are processed by endonuclease Dicer in vitro, one 
could expect that it may be also processed by Dicer in cells. Therefore, as the main 
purpose of this project was to produce regulatory nanoparticles, the final and the 
most important step was to investigate whether the conjugate induces RNAi and 
leads to regulation of a selected gene. This was done in the model cell line 
MDA-MB-231 with a stable expression of a reporter gene – CopGFP using 
fluorescence methods to observe the gene expression regulation indicated by GFP 
signal reduction and transmission electron microscopy to observe cell penetration 
by the RNA-AuNP conjugates. Four cell lines were used in the project, including 3 
adherent cell lines and one suspension cell line. 
 
MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP – adherent cell line 
The human breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP were 
isolated from M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, where the fluorescence carrying one 
was a lentivirus modified line, stably expressing GFP and RFP (puromycin 
resistance). It is the main model used in this project and the CopGFP gene is the 
reporter gene targeted with all investigated regulatory sequences.  
 
Fibroblasts – adherent cell line 
Fibroblasts (CLTH) cell line are human dermal foreskin fibroblasts, the only 
primary cell line used in this project. It is the most abundant cell type in connective 
tissue, responsible for extracellular matrix formation and collagen synthesis. 
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Fibroblasts are therefore essential structural elements and base for many tissues. 
Those cells were used for cytotoxicity studies as a healthy, noncancerous reference.  
 
MCF-7 – adherent cell line 
The human breast cancer cell line MCF-7 was established in Michigan Cancer 
Foundation-7 (name referring to the institute where the cell line was established). 
These cells are less invasive compared to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. MCF-7 
cells were used as an alternative breast cancer cell line for cytotoxicity studies.  
 
Molt-4 – suspension cell line 
The T-lymphoblast cell line Molt-4, derived from leukemic cells of a patient with 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia. This are suspension cells growing singularly. Molt-4 
cells were used as the only suspension cancerous cell line model for cytotoxicity 
studies.  
 
The MTT assay is a typical protocol used for assessment of compounds’ 
cytotoxicity. This assay allows for a colorimetric analysis of cells’ metabolic activity, 
more precisely, the activity of NAD(P)H-dependent oxidoreductase enzyme, which 
is highly active in heathy, metabolically active cells. The activity of this enzyme can 
be colorimetrically measured due to its ability to reduce a yellow tetrazolium dye - 
MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) to purple, 
insoluble formazan. This way, the cells’ condition and metabolic activity may be 
monitored by comparing the treated cells to the control (untreated cells). The 
absorbance for this assay is measured at 570 nm with 650nm reference 399. MTT test 
has been used for the metal nanoparticles cytotoxicity analysis. 
 

Selection of noble metal nanoparticles for cellular studies 
In order to establish the optimal conditions for the cellular delivery experiments 
cytotoxicity of selected noble metals’ nanoparticles was tested. 
 
For the cytotoxicity studies spherical nanoparticles of 3 noble metals were selected, 
namely: gold nanoparticles (AuNPs: 10, 50 and 100nm), silver nanoparticles 
(AgNPs 100nm) and platinum nanoparticles (PtNPs 50nm). Cytotoxicity of selected 
nanoparticles was tested with the MTT assay in cancer cell lines: MDA-MB-231 
GFP/RFP, Molt-4, MCF-7, and in human fibroblasts. 
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In these experiments, cells were plated in the transparent 96-well plates at the 7000 
cells/well, 24h before addition of nanoparticles. Nanoparticles were added in 
concentration range from 0.5µg/mL to 50µg/mL per well and incubated for 48h at 
37oC with 5% CO2 prior to the MTT assay.  
 

Gold nanoparticles cytotoxicity 
Cytotoxicity of gold nanoparticles was tested with the MTT assay in cancer cell 
lines: MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP, Molt-4, MCF-7, and in human fibroblasts. The 
graphs below represent impact of AuNPs (diameters: 10nm, 50nm and 100nm) on 
the cell viability, 48h after treatment. 

 
Figure 25. Selection of gold nanoparticles for cellular studies. Four cell types (cancer cell lines: MDA-MB-231, MCF-7, 
Molt-4, as well as in human fibroblast) were treated with 10nm AuNP and tested by MTT assay, 48h after treatment. 

 
Figure 26. Selection of gold nanoparticles for cellular studies. Four cell types (cancer cell lines: MDA-MB-231, MCF-7, 
Molt-4, as well as in human fibroblast) were treated with 50nm AuNP and tested by MTT assay, 48h after treatment. 
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Figure 27. Selection of gold nanoparticles for cellular studies. Four cell types (cancer cell lines: MDA-MB-231, MCF-7, 
Molt-4, as well as in human fibroblast) were treated with 100nm AuNP and tested by MTT assay, 48h after treatment. 

The suspension cell line – Molt-4 – was the most sensitive to gold nanoparticles 
compared to adhesive cell lines. In this type of cells, the 10nm AuNPs was not toxic 
at 2.5µg/mL while 50nm and 100nm AuNP at 5µg/mL. Fibroblasts, on the other 
hand, seem to be the most resistant to the AuNP presence, with 50nm being the 
least toxic size of AuNPs (20µg/mL is nontoxic while for 10 and 100nm 10µg/mL is 
a safe concentration). MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 cells exhibited the same reaction to 
the presence of AuNPs, with 10µg/mL being the maximum nontoxic concentration. 
In MDA-MB-231 cells the bigger nanoparticles are more toxic while in the case of 
MCF-7 cells the cytotoxicity of all 3 nanoparticle diameters is similar.  
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Silver nanoparticles cytotoxicity 
Cytotoxicity of 100nm silver nanoparticles was tested with the MTT assay in cancer 
cell lines: MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP, Molt-4, MCF-7, and in human fibroblasts. 
The graph (Figure 28) represents 100nm AgNPs impact on the cell viability, 48h 
after treatment. 
 

 
Figure 28. The 4 cell lines (cancer cell lines: MDA-MB-231, MCF-7, Molt-4, as well as in human fibroblast) were treated 
with 100nm AgNP and tested by MTT assay, 48h after treatment 

According to the MTT, all adherent cells maintain at least 50% viability in the 
presence of at least 10µg/mL silver nanoparticles. For MDA-MB-231 and fibroblasts 
the 50µg/mL od AgNPs caused cytotoxic effect of more than 50%, which makes 
those cells unaffected. When it comes to the suspension cell line – Molt-4 the silver 
nanoparticles at concentration of 5µg/mL were not toxic, suggesting greater 
sensitivity of this cells to AgNPs. 
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Platinum nanoparticles cytotoxicity 
Cytotoxicity of 50nm platinum nanoparticles was also tested with the MTT assay 
in cancer cell lines: MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP, Molt-4, MCF-7, and in human 
fibroblasts. The graph (Figure 29) represents 50nm PtNPs impact on the cell 
viability, 48h after treatment. 
 

 
Figure 29. The 4 cell lines (cancer cell lines: MDA-MB-231, MCF-7, Molt-4, as well as in human fibroblast) were treated 
with 50nm PtNP and tested by MTT assay, 48h after treatment 

According to the MTT studies all adherent cells maintain at least 50% viability in 
the presence of at least 10µg/mL platinum nanoparticles. For MDA-MB-231 and 
fibroblast up to 20µg/mL of PtNPs was not toxic. Similar to the result from AgNPs 
cytotoxicity studies, the MCF-7 cell line seems to be the most sensitive (the steepest 
toxicity trend) out of adherent cell lines tested. When it comes to the suspension 
cell line – Molt-4, the platinum nanoparticles at concentration of 5µg/mL were not 
toxic, suggesting greater sensitivity of this cell line to the presence of PtNPs. 
 

Selection of the optimal nanoparticle for further investigation 
In summary, all tested nanoparticles are suitable to be used for cellular 
experiments. The model cell line for the RNAi studies is MDA-MB-231 stably 
expressing genes of green and red fluorescence proteins (GFP and RFP) for which 
10µg/mL of any AuNP and 20µg/mL of AgNPs and PtNPs are nontoxic. The most 
studied model for nucleic acids delivery is AuNP, therefore the smallest tested 
10nm AuNPs has been selected for the further experiments also because it was the 
least toxic in MDA-MB-231 cells.  
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To make sure that nanoparticles at low concentrations are also safe for the model 
cell line, additional MTT assay was performed, for the 0.5, 1 and 2.5µg/mL AuNP 
and the result is presented (Figure 30).  
 

 
Figure 30. Cytotoxicity of low concertation nanoparticles in MDA-MB-231 (N=10) 

The result confirmed expected linearity in nanoparticles’ toxicity and none of the 
tested conditions was toxic to the model cell line.  
 

Conjugation of RNA (siRNA and structural RNA) with AuNPs 
In this project a conjugate composed of gold nanoparticle core and RNA fragments 
were studied. At first, as a control, a set of siRNA-AuNPs, was obtained following 
the literature protocol 332. This is the standard approach used in spherical nucleic 
acid, based on siRNA conjugation preparation, however modified to accommodate 
conjugation with structural RNAs. Based on the optimized protocol, an RNA trimer 
was conjugated with AuNP. The final structure consists of 10nm AuNP and the G3 
trimers (T3), that have a thiol linker introduced with the short, complementary, 
synthetic RNA.  
 

siRNA capped gold nanoparticles  
AuNP titration with siRNA 

To obtain the siRNA-capped gold nanoparticles a set of 3 HS-siRNA (HS-siR1-2, 
HS-siR5-6, HS-siR9-10) was associated and then hybridized with AuNP. The 
process of SNA hybridization was done by progressive increase of the salt 
concentration 332 (Figure 31).  
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Figure 31. General scheme presenting the composition and assembly of spherical nucleic acid from HS-siRNA and AuNP. 
The salt ageing protocol was used here 332.  

At first, AuNP was titrated with increasing amounts of the HS-siR5-6 in order to 
select the optimal siRNA-AuNP ratio for the experiments. To do that, different ratio 
of HS-siRNA: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50pmoles were prepared and hybridized with the 
equivalent of 1pmol of AuNP. An agarose gel electrophoresis was run to evaluate 
the siRNA-AuNP formation (Figure 32), with the 40pmol HS-siR5-6 being used as 
a reference (left line). The gel was visualized in the natural light (panel A) to observe 
the migration of hybridized RNA-AuNP complex. The AuNP alone does not enter 
into gel, so the only visible red band, correspond to the AuNPs, linked to RNA. The 
same gel was also visualized under the UV to observe the ethidium bromide signal, 
corresponding to dsRNA (panel B).  
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Figure 32. AuNPs titration with siRNA (1.5% agarose gel, A - natural light, B - UV light (EtBr), samples order: 0-
control, 1-6 are samples with siRNA:AuNP ratio being 5:1, 10:1, 20:1, 30:1, 40:1 and 50:1 respectively) 

It can be inferred from the gel that 5 and 10pmoles of siRNA is not sufficient to 
provide a full coverage of 1pmol AuNP, which is visible in line 1 and 2. These 
samples precipitate and do not migrate properly in the gel. In lines 3 to 6 the smear 
is not visible and the red band becomes more evident as the siRNA concentration 
increases. This shows that saturation of nanoparticle with siRNA allows to form 
more uniform complexes and the negative charge is cumulated enough to allow 
migration. A strong, red band from complexes is visible, such as in lines 5 and 6 
(40:1 and 50:1 siRNA:AuNP ratio). 
It can be therefore concluded that the 40pmol siRNA is sufficient to saturate 1pmol 
of 10nm gold nanoparticles and such ratio was chosen for the further studies.  
 

Selected siRNA hybridization with AuNP 

In this study the three selected HS-siRNAs were associated and hybridized with 
AuNP utilizing previously selected conditions. The formation of complexes was 
evaluated with the 1.5% agarose gel (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33. SNA hybridization (1.5% agarose gels, A- analysis of SNA formed with HS-siR1-2, B- analysis of SNA formed 
with HS-siR5-6, C- analysis of SNA formed with HS-siR9-10, results were visualized with the natural light to show 
AuNP (left panels) and under the UV light with EtBr (right panels)) 

This experiment juxtaposes AuNP complexes with selected HS-siRNAs duplexes. 
The corresponding siRNAs lacking the thiol group were used as a size 
reference (line 1); siRNA, which underwent AuNP hybridization protocol, was 
introduced to show hybridization dependence on a HS group presence. All HS-
siRNAs duplexes form stable complexes with AuNP, migrating as one solid band 
(line 5 on panels A, B and C), while thiol-free siRNAs, with the same nucleotide 
sequence, cause AuNP precipitation and do not migrate in gel (line 4). Excess of 
RNA unbound to the AuNP is visible under UV light and migrates at the same level 
as the bare siRNA references. Lack of signal under the UV light in the case of 
siRNA-AuNP complexes is most likely caused by AuNP quenching affecting 
fluorophores located in the close proximity, such as EtBr intercalated in the 
attached siRNA.   
 
In the experiments, for the RNA delivery purposes, between 20 and 40pmoles of 
RNA is attached to 1pmol of the 10nm AuNP. That was calculated in the following 
way: 

1. 10nm AuNPs stock at a concentration of 60µg/mL contains an equivalent of 
6x1012 particles/mL (data from Sigma Aldrich 400) (1) 

2. Using Avogadro’s constant (6.022x1023 particles = 1mole, or 1pmole = 6.022 
x1011 particles) the amounts of RNA and AuNPs needed for reaction were 
calculated: 
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To make 20:1 or 40:1 RNA-AuNP ratio one needs to mix: 

o 1pmol of AuNP (6 x1011AuNPs) – 100µL from the main stock (6x1012 
particles/mL=6x109 particles/µL), is equal to approximately 6µg of gold (1) 

o 20pmoles of RNA = 20x6.022 x1011 = 1.2 x1013 RNA particles 
o 40pmoles of RNA = 40x6.022 x1011 = 2.4 x1013 RNA particles 

 
For standard siRNA/RNAi experiment, a final concentration of siRNA ranges 
between 5 and 15nM in 200µL, which gives approximately 1 to 3pmoles of RNA in 
a well. If 20 to 40pmoles of RNA is bound by 6µg of AuNPs, the amount of 
AuNPs needed to deliver 5-15nM of RNA is less than 1µg (6µg/20pmol = 0.3µg 
or 6µg/40pmol = 0.15µg).  
From the above calculations it becomes clear that the concentration of nanoparticle 
delivered with the RNA is below the IC50 for tested nanoparticles in cell lines.  
 

tectoRNA-AuNP conjugates preparation 
Having obtained the optimal condition to conjugate siRNA and AuNP, the next 
step was to attach structural RNA trimer to AuNP. This is achieved owing to the 
presence of the thiol linker introduced to the G3A monomer. The picture below 
shows a general scheme for T3-AuNP conjugation (Figure 34).   
 

 
Figure 34. General scheme presenting the composition and conjugation of RNA trimer and AuNP. The salt ageing protocol 
was used 332.  

To test this concept, first, the AuNP titration experiment was performed to select a 
tectroRNA:AuNP ratio allowing to saturate the nanoparticle and keep it stable. One 
G3 trimer, T3A7B1C1, was used for AuNP titration. Again, 1pmol of AuNP was 
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titrated with different amounts of RNA trimer, namely: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50pmol. 
The hybridization protocol was similar to the one used before for siRNA association 
with AuNPs. Hybridized tectoRNA-AuNP were concentrated by centrifugation 
and analyzed. 
 
An agarose gel electrophoresis was run to evaluate the complex formation, with the 
40pmol HS-siR5-6 used as a reference (left line) (Figure 35). The gel was visualized 
in the ambient light (panel A) to observe the migration of hybridized RNA - AuNP 
complex. The same gel was then visualized with the UV light to observe the dsRNA 
signal using ethidium bromide (panel B).  

 
Figure 35. AuNPs titration with G3 trimer (1.5% agarose gel, A - natural light, B - UV light (EtBr), samples order: T3-
control, 1-6 are samples with T3:AuNP ratio being 5:1, 10:1, 20:1, 30:1, 40:1 and 50:1 respectively) 

It is visible that none of the samples precipitated, the way it was observed in the 
siRNA study. A faster migrating AuNP smear, visible in the natural light below the 
main band, may indicate formation of different population of RNA-AuNP. This 
suggest that due to electrostatic interactions between trimer’s phosphates and the 
AuNP’s surface there might be a different species at low concentration of RNA. As 
T3 concentration increases, the smear gets smaller, to disappear completely at 40:1 
ratio (line 5) suggesting existence of single population, where electrostatic forces no 
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longer play a role. For this reason, the 40:1 ratio was selected to be used in the 
further studies.   
Alongside with the titration experiment, a comparative experiment was performed 
to visualize differences in migration of: HS-siRNA-AuNP, G3 monomer-AuNP and 
G3 trimer- AuNP (Figure 36). As a control, a G1 trimer treated with AuNP was 
used, to assure that RNA without the thiol modification does not form a stable SNA 
nanoparticle. 

 
Figure 36. Formation of HS-siRNA, HS-monomer and HS-trimer hybrids with AuNP compared with thiol-free trimer 
interaction with AuNP (1.5% agarose gel, left panel - natural light, right panel - UV light (EtBr))  

This gel experiment proved that in the absence of HS-RNA the conjugate is not 
formed and the AuNP smear and feeble band at the line 5 are visible due to 
electrostatic interaction between negatively charged RNA surface and AuNP. A G3 
monomer can also be attached to AuNP, it is however less stable than tectoRNA 
trimer, likely owing to the stability of the 3WJ motif resulting from the monomer 
assembly. 
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RNA-AuNP characterization  
Transmission electron microscopy of RNA-AuNP nanoparticles 
Both siRNA-AuNP and Trimer-AuNP conjugates were analyzed with transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM). This has given the idea of nanoparticles’ shape, 
dispersion and confirmed their average diameter (Figure 37). RNA coating could 
not be observed using high energy TEM due to the electron transparency of the 
nanoobjects, their 3D shape and high contrast of AuNP compared to the RNA 
part 401. The functional assays were developed to observe the presence and the 
functionality of the introduced construct.  
 

 
Figure 37. Electronogram presenting 10nm AuNP hybridized with siRNA (left) and RNA trimers (right) (300k 
magnification). 

Dynamic Light Scattering analysis of RNA-AuNP  
The dynamic light scattering technique was used to analyze RNA-AuNP conjugates 
and estimate their diameters and potential ζ. The mean particle diameter was 
determined for each construct following the volume - size distribution curves. As a 
result, the expected trend was observed, where AuNPs in solution have mean 
diameter of around 14nm, the siRNA-AuNP conjugate is 6nm greater and 
tectoRNA-AuNP’s diameter is 20nm greater compared to naked 
AuNPs (Figure 38). The exact results are presented in the table below. Such 
increasing change in particles’ diameters complies with expected outcome. The 
rough estimation of a siRNA length is 6nm, while the most simplistic, ‘flat’ model 
of the trimer should be approximately 16nm wide. The RNA fragments bound to 
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the AuNP in solution may be far from estimated flattened models and the RNA 
particles positioning on the AuNP surface may vary, thus altering the light scatters. 
This can explain the discrepancies in diameter changes observed with DLS. Overall 
diameter change, however is within the expected range and follows the expected 
tendency. Comparing to electrically neutral, naked AuNP the RNA-AuNP 
conjugates have low, negative ζ potential, -24mV for siRNA-AuNP and -12.7mV 
for trimer-AuNP. This, may account in some extent for nanoparticles’ aggregation. 
However, it has never been an issue in experimental trials. The negative 
electrokinetic potential of RNA-conjugated samples also complies with their 
electrophoretic mobility. While naked AuNP doesn’t migrate in gel, the RNA-
AuNP does migrate towards the anode.  
 

siRNA-AuNP conjugate dissociation in the presence of thiols 
The aim of these experiments was to determine whether the complexes assembled 
via a thiol linkage may be disassembled by introduction of another thiol molecule. 
It was suggested by Hong et al 252 that the GSH peptide, which is abundant among 
cells, contributes to the siRNA release from a spherical nucleic acid as it replaces it 

Sample Size 
(volume) 

SD 

AuNP 0 14.18 7.85 
siRNA-AuNP 20.19 10.19 
tectoRNA-AuNP 34.61 24.46 

AuNPs < siRNA-AuNP < tectoRNA-AuNP 

Figure 38. Data collected with dynamic light scattering 
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on the AuNP surface. The Hong group presented results of the fluorescent RNA 
release from AuNP in living cells and after 2h in water.  
Here, bioanalysis was used to verify release of RNA from newly created siRNA-
AuNP complexes. The siRNA discharge from the complex was investigated under 
treatment with GSH or 2-mercapto ethanol (BME). The GSH or BME were applied 
to siRNA-AuNP in three concentrations and the solutions were incubated for 2, 4 
or 24h to see how that affects the SNA.  
 

 
Figure 39. Bioanalysis of HS-siRNA-AuNP conjugates incubated for 2, 4 or 24h with GSH and 2, 4h with BME. 

The bioanalysis indicated that both BME and GSH can cause dissociation of HS-
siRNA from the AuNP surface (Figure 39). For BME, the length of incubation did 
not have a significant impact on the SNA disassembly. Immediately after BME 
addition the SNA solution turned blue suggesting some change, likely due to 
aggregation which leads to altered optical properties. Bioanalysis suggests that the 
addition of the lowest BME concentration (1mM) resulted in the best RNA removal, 
indicated by the strong band at the 21nt level, same as the HS-siRNA reference. The 
addition of GSH didn’t cause any visible change in solution, even after 24h 
incubation. The lowest, 1mM concentration of the GSH peptide can cause partial 
dissociation of HS-siRNAs, visible as a thin band at 21nt reference level (2 and 4h 
incubation). Longer incubation does not influence the released siRNA amount. For 
the samples treated with GSH in a higher concentration, the lower band, 
corresponding to the 21nt reference, disappears and a higher band appears (~60nt). 
This may indicate formation of duplexes via thiol interactions between HS-siRNA 
and GSH, which was not observed for BME. As the incubation time increases, the 
upper band becomes more pronounced, suggesting that more HS-siRNA was 
removed but also there was more time to form duplexes. The untreated complexes 
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cannot be visualized due to the SYBR green fluorescence quenching in the presence 
of closely located AuNP (~6nm siRNA length), however, as the RNA is removed 
from the AuNP complex, the signal can be recorded. The result of this experiment 
lines up with the hypothesis that RNA-AuNP complexes can be disassembled by 
the GSH, or other thiols present in cytoplasm. 
 

RNA-AuNP uptake in cells 
The goal of this study was to show cellular uptake of the new tectoRNA-AuNP 
complexes. Cells were transfected once with the T3-AuNP (5nM) and analyzed 
with transmission electron microscopy, 72h post transfection. The electronograms 
are presented below (Figure 40). 

Figure 40. Electronogram of MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP cells treated with TectoRNA-AuNP (captured at 30k 
magnification). Top panel represents nanoparticles placed inside of the membranous structure. Bottom panel 
shows nanoparticles dispersed in the cytoplasm and magnification of marked area, where dispersed free 
TectoRNA-AuNP are visible. 
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The TEM analysis has allowed to identify high electron density structures (AuNP) 
located in membranous structures as well as dispersed in cytoplasm. This, 
alongside with CopGFP gene expression regulation is a confirmation of cellular 
uptake of the complexes and their functionality. 
 

Cell viability in the presence of selected RNA and RNA-AuNP 
Cell viability was checked after treatment with selected RNA-AuNP complexes. 
This was done in addition to previously analyzed cytotoxic effect of AuNPs or 
regulatory RNAs, to assure lack of toxicity of the whole complex nanoparticles. The 
result of MTT assay confirms that none of the used components, nor their 
complexes are toxic to the model cell line (Figure 41). 
 

 
Figure 41. TectoRNA-AuNP cytotoxicity assay (MTT) results normalized to MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP control cells, N=5. 

Gene expression regulation studies in GFP model system  
Gene expression regulation based on the RNAi may be induced by delivery of 
siRNA (~21nt duplex) to the cells, that is later taken up by RISC and cause 
degeneration of target mRNA 402. Owing to the presence of DICER in cells, 
longer (>21nt) dsRNA or structural RNA may be processed and can enter RISC 403. 
In this project a set of siRNAs and tectoRNA trimers with regulatory fragments 
were used in unmodified form and conjugated with AuNPs. The model cells were 
transfected with RNA elements to test the regulatory potential against GFP gene. 
The fundamental aim of this project was to show that the new generation of 
spherical nucleic acids – tectoRNA conjugated with AuNP (T3-AuNP) may be 
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introduced to the cells and is able to regulate gene expression without causing 
unwanted side effects to the cells. 
 

MDA-MB-231 GFP expression system  
The human cell line MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP was used as a model cell line for all 
gene expression experiments. This line is a derivative of a human breast cancer cell 
line MDA-MB-231. MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP are adherent cells where the green and 
red fluorescence may be easily be observed under the fluorescent microscope or 
measured using fluorometric methods.  
 

GFP gene expression regulation with siRNA  
A set of previously selected siRNAs was used in the preliminary gene expression 
regulation study in MDA-MB-231 stably expressing GFP and RFP. The three HS-
siRNA duplexes and their unmodified equivalents were tested with two other 
siRNAs, that were previously proven to silence CopGFP expression in this model. 
Simultaneously for the siR5-6 sequence 3 variants were analyzed: classical siRNA 
duplex - siR5-6, siRNA duplex with 5’-thiol group HS-siR5-6 and AuNP conjugated 
with HS-siR5-6. This particular comparative element of the study was meant to 
prove that the presence of AuNP and introducing the same siRNA to the spherical 
framework would not change its regulatory efficacy. The gene expression 
regulation study was performed either with single addition of triple addition of the 
transfection mixture, after 72 or 144h of incubation, as 3 independent, consecutive 
experiments with 5 repetitions of each variant. The graphs (Figure 42-43) present 
GFP fluorescence data normalized to the fluorescence of untreated MDA-MB-231 
GFP/RFP cells. 
 
This experiment has shown that the siRNA-AuNP conjugates perform as well as 
siRNA and HS-siRNA of the same sequence. It can be also inferred from this study 
that there is practically no difference between single and triple addition protocol 
and neither of the tested conditions was toxic to the cells.  
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Figure 42. CopGFP expression regulation in MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP, measured 72h post transfection with siRNAs, 
following the single addition protocol - plate reader measurement Cells were plated, 10 000cells/well, collected data was 
normalized to the fluorescence of untreated cells.  

 

 
Figure 43. CopGFP expression regulation in MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP, measured 144h post transfection with siRNAs, 
following the triple addition protocol - plate reader measurement. Cells were plated, 5 000cells/well, collected data was 
normalized to the fluorescence of untreated cells. 
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CopGFP gene regulation with RNA-AuNP  
In this section a set of previously studied siRNA and trimers were introduced into 
the spherical shape by hybridization with 10nm AuNP. The siRNA-AuNP (siR1-2, 
siR5-6, siR9-10) and T3-AuNP (T3A1B1C1, T3A7B1C1, T3A9B1C1) samples were 
used for MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP transfection. Unconjugated RNA structures, 
identical to hybridized ones, were used as controls. All samples were treated the 
same way and transfected in 3 portions of 5nM each, every 24h. Random RNA 
fragment was used as a negative control. The gene regulation effect was measured 
by GFP fluorescence, 144h after the first transfection. The graph below presents 
GFP fluorescence data normalized to the fluorescence of untreated MDA-MB-231 
GFP/RFP cells.  
 

 
Figure 44. CopGFP expression regulation in MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP, measured 72h post transfection with regulatory 
RNA or their AuNP conjugates, following the single addition protocol - plate reader measurement Cells were plated, 10 
000cells/well, collected data was normalized to the fluorescence of untreated cells. 

The above results suggest that following a single addition protocol the regulatory 
RNA trimer is more effective when conjugated to the AuNP when compared to the 
unmodified RNA. However, the 72h incubation time could be extended in order to 
allow for structural RNA processing. Therefore, a GFP regulation study in time 
intervals was performed. 
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CopGFP gene expression regulation in time intervals 
This experiment aimed to select the optimal time for the CopGFP gene regulation 
with the new nanostructures. A set of siRNA and regulatory RNA constructs were 
applied to GFP model cells following the triple addition protocol, which means that 
cells were transfected 3 times, with 5nM siRNA or 5/3nM trimer, to get a final 
concentration of 15nM siRNA (equal to 5nM trimer). The gene expression 
regulation was monitored in time intervals by the GFP fluorescence measurement 
using plate reader, between 0 and 144h post transfection. Results of this experiment 
are presented in the schemes (Figure 45-46). 
 

 
Figure 45. Change of GFP fluorescence in time after treatment with siRNA 

 
Figure 46. Change of GFP fluorescence in time after treatment with regulatory RNA nanoparticles 
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The plotted data is normalized to untreated cells (within a time point). It is clear, 
that there is a significant decrease in fluorescence in time, with 144h being the 
lowest. It suggests that, in the presence of regulatory RNAs, the GFP production is 
hindered enough to overcome doubling time of this cancer cell line. According to 
the obtained results, the 144h post transfection was selected for further 
investigations as it was the most practical time point in cell handling which allowed 
to keep reasonable cell density while showing the most optimal gene regulation 
effect in longer time period. 
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CopGFP expression regulation comparison of plate reader and flow cytometry 
studies 
The concluding experiments were designed such that the final molar concentration 
of regulatory fragments delivered to cells was the same (15nM), regardless of the 
structure (siRNA, siRNA-AuNP, trimer, trimer-AuNP). Samples were delivered to 
cells in a triple addition protocol and analyzed using fluorescence plate 
reader (Figure 47) and flow cytometry (Figures 48-49) at 144h post transfection. 

 
Figure 47. CopGFP gene expression regulation with regulatory RNA and RNA-AuNP conjugates, fluorescence plate 
reader results. Figure represents mean values from 3 separate experiments, error bars refer to standard error. 

 
Figure 48. CopGFP gene expression regulation with regulatory RNA and RNA-AuNP conjugates, flow cytometry results. 
Figure represents mean values from 3 separate experiments, error bars refer to standard error. 
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Figure 49. CopGFP gene expression regulation with RNA and RNA-AuNP conjugates, flow cytometry generated graphs 
overlaid with untreated control (100% fluorescence) marked with black line. 
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Results collected with both methods line up and allow to conclude that the new 
system based on structural RNA and AuNP is functional and leads to significant 
decrease in GFP fluorescence. While plate reader-based assay is a simpler method, 
the flow cytometry analysis allows to collect data only from restricted population 
of cells from the sample. In this setup, the sorting was focused on the healthy cells 
with minimal granularity, excluding potentially apoptotic or dead cells. With that 
in mind the observed results, presenting up to 80% decrease in GFP fluorescence, 
holds a great promise for applicability of trimer-AuNP design. 
 

CopGFP expression regulation – fluorescence microscopy imaging  
Cells treated with selected siRNA, trimers and their AuNP complexes were 
observed under the fluorescence microscope in order to get the full picture of the 
cells’ morphology together with the GFP signal. Pictures were captured 144h post 
transfection (Figures 50-51) and comply with results obtained with plate reader and 
flow cytometry. A significant decrease of GFP fluorescence is visible for all 
transfected cells when compared to the controls. From the fluorescence images it 
can be deduced that the GFP fluorescence decrease after treatment with the trimer-
AuNP conjugate (especially T3A1B2C9-AuNP) is at the similar level to the result 
obtained in cells treated with equal number of regulatory siRNAs. This shows that 
even though the structural RNA requires more time to be processed it still remains 
stable enough to regulate gene expression at the same level as similar siRNA, which 
requires much less processing post transfection. The obtained images comply with 
plate reader and flow cytometry results. 
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Figure 50. MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP cells treated with regulatory RNA. The concentration of regulatory sequences is the 
same in each sample 
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Figure 51. MDA-MB-231 cells treated with regulatory RNA-AuNP conjugates. The concentration of regulatory 
sequences is the same in each sample 
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Summary 
In the presented study the new conjugate composed of tectoRNA trimer and the 
gold nanoparticle was designed, synthesized and investigated in human breast 
cancer cell model as a tool for gene expression regulation. The thiol modified RNA 
trimer was obtained by introducing a synthetic complementary RNA fragment 
bearing a thiol group at an aliphatic linker of the 5’ terminus of the monomer. The 
remaining RNA fragments were synthesized enzymatically by in vitro transcription 
with T7 RNA polymerase and were used to build a trimer. The RNA trimer was 
assembled by a one pot association protocol and evaluated electrophoretically. The 
trimer bears three regulatory fragments with sequences identical to previously 
selected siRNAs targeting CopGFP gene expressed in the model cell line. Presented 
methodology to use HS-RNA is a promising approach to modify larger RNA 
oligonucleotides that can only be produced enzymatically without the necessity of 
post-transcriptional modifications. In the following step the cytotoxicity of gold, 
platinum and silver nanoparticles was assayed in mammalian cell lines in order to 
select the non-toxic variant for conjugation with RNA. The 10nm AuNP was 
selected and used in subsequent studies. To make the RNA-AuNP conjugates, the 
thiol modified RNA (HS-RNA) and AuNP were incubated in the increasing salt 
concentration. The protocol was optimized for both, HS-siRNA and HS-trimer and 
the optimal RNA:AuNP composition was chosen based upon electrophoretic 
studies. 
The effectivity of the regulatory RNA and their conjugates was tested by 
fluorescence methods: microscopy, plate reader and flow cytometry. As a result, up 
to 80% decrease of GFP fluorescence was observed after treatment with RNA-
AuNP conjugates. The regulatory RNA trimers conjugated with AuNP regulate the 
CopGFP as well as the directly delivered, unconjugated siRNA, which shows that 
these constructs are stable for extended time (144h) and are processed inside the 
cells to induce regulatory effect. Moreover, the use of a trimer allows to introduce 
three or more different regulatory sequences, that are equally distributed in the 
nanoparticle which is important from the multi target therapeutic applications.  
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Materials and methods 
Buffers used for the experiments 
10x TB (50 mM TRIS, 50 mM boric acid) 
The 54g of TRIS (Trizma base, Sigma) and 27.9g of boric acid were weighted and 
dissolved in milliQ water to a final volume of 500mL. Solution was filtered through 
0.22µm filter and stored in the room temperature.  
10x TBE (50 mM TRIS, 50 mM boric acid, 10mM EDTA) 
The 54g of TRIS (Trizma base, Sigma) and 27.9g of boric acid were weighted and 
dissolved in milliQ water. The 10mL of 0.5M EDTA solution was added and 
solution was topped with milliQ water to a final volume of 500mL. Buffer was 
filtered through 0.22µm filter and stored in the room temperature.  
10x citrate buffer, pH=6 
To make 50mL citrate buffer (pH=6), 1.051g of citric acid monohydrate was mixed 
with 1.204g of sodium citrate dihydrate and topped with milliQ water to make 
50mL. Buffer was filtered through 0.22µm syringe filter. 
0.5M EDTA 
The 95g of Na2EDTAx2 H2O (Sigma) was mixed with 400mL of milliQ water. pH 
was then adjusted to ~8.0 by addition of approximately 5g of NaOH pellets and the 
buffer was topped with milliQ water to make a final volume of 500mL. Solution 
was filtered through 0.22µm filter and stored in the room temperature.  
8M Urea 
To make 8M urea, 240g of urea (Sigma) was dissolved in water at a final volume of 
500mL. Solution was filtered through 0.22µm filter and stored in the room 
temperature.  
10% acrylamide: bis-acrylamide 19:1 
Acrylamide solution was prepared by mixing 95g of acrylamide (Serva) and 5g of 
bis-acrylamide (Serva) in milliQ water at a final volume of 500mL. Solution was 
filtered through 0.22µm filter and stored in the fridge.  
10% acrylamide: bis-acrylamide 19:1 in 8M urea 
Acrylamide solution was prepared by mixing 95g of acrylamide (Serva), 5g of bis-
acrylamide (Serva) and 240g of urea (Sigma) in milliQ water at a final volume of 
500mL. Solution was filtered through 0.22µm filter and stored in the fridge.  
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Stains all dye solution – 100mL  
Stains all dying solution was prepared by mixing 5mL of 1mg/mL stains-all 
(Sigma), 10% of formamide (Sigma), 25% of isopropanol (Stanlab), 1x TB or TBE 
and 50mL of milliQ water.  
Cell lysis buffer – 20% SDS/50% DMF 
Lysis buffer was prepared by mixing 100g of SDS (Sigma) with water and 250mL 
of DMF (Sigma) on the heat block at ~70oC. pH was adjusted to 4.7 with HCl and 
the solution was topped with milliQ water to a final volume of 500mL.  
Gel loading buffer 
Dye solution was prepared by mixing 200µL of 2.5% bromophenol blue, 200µL of 
xylene cyanol, 5mL of 10x TB and 2.5mL of 100% glycerol. Solution was adjusted 
with milliQ water to a final volume of 10mL. 
UREA/EDTA loading buffer 
The buffer was prepared by mixing 800µL of 0.5M EDTA and 9.2mL of 8M urea. 
 

Polymerase Chain Reaction - DNA amplification  
Two different PCR protocols were used in this project, which is due to the use of 2 
different polymerases optimal for amplified templates. The G1 DNA sequences 
were amplified with the PCR mix (A&A Biotechnology) while the G3 DNA 
sequences were amplified with FIREPol DNA Polymerase (Solis Biodyne).  
The DNA templates and primers for the G1 constructs were designed and 
synthesized in the Centre of Molecular and Macromolecular Studies, Polish 
Academy of Sciences. The T7 promoter sequence was introduced to a dsDNA 
templates in the forward primer followed by the sense siRNA sequence while the 
reverse primers carried the siRNA antisense strand. DNA template strand was 
universal for each monomer. The primers and templates used to make G1 PCR 
products are listed below and the sequences may be found in the appendix A.  
 
Table 1 DNA primers and templates used for amplification 

DNA template Primer.fwd Primer. rev PCR product 
CopA.tmp siCop1 siCop1 CopA1 
DJ_CopB.tmp siCop1 siCop1C CopB1 
DJ_CopB.tmp siCop2 siCop2 CopB2 
CopC.tmp siCop1 siCop1 CopC1 
CopC.tmp siCop9 siCop9 CopC9 
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Samples for PCR reactions were prepared in 100µL volume. The DNA template 
(final concentration 2nM) and primers (final concentration 1µM) were mixed with 
PCR water (provided with the polymerase) at a final volume of 50µL and topped 
with 50µL of 2x PCR Plus mixture solution (A&A Biotechnology). PCR solutions 
were mixed, spun down and the PCR program was run in the Mastercycler nexus 
(Eppendorf). The PCR program starts with 1min denaturation step at 94°C, then 
first 5 cycles are performed with 1min 30s denaturation at 94°C, 2min annealing at 
54°C and 2min extension at 72°C and this is followed by second step with 30 cycles 
with 1min 30s denaturation at 94°C, 2min annealing at 62°C and 2min extension at 
72°C; at the end of the PCR protocol, samples undergo a final denaturation step for 
2min at 94°C and final extension for 20min at 72°C. After the PCR, samples were 
held at 4°C, prior to purification. 
 
PCR products were purified with the Qiagen MinElute PCR purification kit, 
following the manufacturer’s protocol and evaluated electrophoretically on 1.5% 
agarose gel with ethidium bromide (EtBr).  
 
Agarose gel preparation: 
The agarose gel was prepared by heat dissolving 1.5g of Agarose (Sigma) in 100mL 
of 0.5x TBE buffer. Agarose solution was supplemented with 10µL of 1% EtBr, 
poured into the gel cast with appropriate comb installed.  
Alternative PCR protocol was used to make G3 DNA matrices. The DNA templates 
and primers were synthesized commercially (Genomed). The T7 promoter 
sequence was introduced to a dsDNA template on the forward primer, while the 
reverse primers carried the siRNA antisense strand. DNA template strand was 
universal for each monomer. The primers and templates used to make G3 PCR 
products are listed below and the sequences may be found in the appendix A.  
 
Table 2 DNA primers and templates used for amplification 

DNA template Primer.fwd Primer. rev PCR product 
CopA_Core.tmp CopAcore CopA1 CoreA1 
CopA_Core.tmp CopAcore CopA7 CoreA7 
CopA_Core.tmp CopAcore CopA9 CoreA9 
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Each PCR was prepared in 100µL total volume. At first, appropriate volume of 
water was added to the tubes, and mixed with 10µL of 10x polymerase buffer B (0.8 
M Tris-HCl, 0.2 M (NH4)2SO4, 0.2% w/v Tween-20; used at 1x final concentration), 
8µL of 25mM MgCl2 (2mM final concentration), 1µL 20mM dNTPs mix (0.2mM 
final concentration), 1µL of 0.4µM DNA template (4nM final concentration) and 
0.5µL of 100µM primers forward and reverse (0.5µM final concentration of each 
primer). At the end, the 0.6µL of 5U/µL FIREPol DNA Polymerase was added to a 
final concentration of 0.03U/µL. All components were then mixed by vortexing, 
spun down and the PCR program was run in Mastercycler nexus (Eppendorf). All 
reagents used for the PCR, except from DNA sequences, were supplied with the 
polymerase kit (Solis Biodyne).  
 
The PCR program starts with 1min initial denaturation step at 94°C, then first 5 
cycles are performed with 1min 30s denaturation at 94°C, 2min annealing at 54°C 
and 2min extension at 72°C and this is followed by second step with 30 cycles of: 
1min 30s denaturation at 94°C, 2min annealing at 62°C and 2min extension at 72°C; 
at the end of the PCR protocol, samples undergo a final denaturation step for 2min 
at 94°C and final extension for 20min at 72°C. After that, PCR samples are kept at 
4°C, prior to purification. 
 
PCR products were purified with the Qiagen MinElute PCR purification kit, 
following the manufacturer’s protocol and evaluated on 1.5% agarose gel (same as 
above). 
 

In vitro transcription  
In vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase was performed to obtain long RNA 
fragments (94-120nt) from amplified dsDNA templates. Short RNA fragments (21-
26nt) were synthesized by phosphoramidite method at the Bioorganic Chemistry 
Department, Centre of Molecular and Macromolecular Studies, Polish Academy of 
Sciences.  
Each transcription reaction was prepared in the 300µL total volume. To make the 
transcription mix, sterile milliQ water was mixed with 30µL of 25mM NTP mix 
(2.5mM final concentration), 30µL of 10x T7 Buffer (1x final concentration) and 
50µL of the PCR product (15-30µg DNA). At the end, 9µL of 50U/µL T7 RNA 
polymerase was added to a final concentration of 1.5U/µL. All reagents used for 
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the transcription were supplied from Lucigen. Reagents were mixed, vortexed, 
spun down and the transcription was performed for 4h at 37oC, with constant 
shaking - 450 rpm at the thermomixer. 
After 3h of reaction, a 4µL aliquot from each transcription reaction was mixed with 
1µL of 5x loading dye and analyzed on the 1.5% agarose gel for 1h at 90V to confirm 
whether transcription was successful.  
  

10% denaturing PAGE preparation 
The denaturing PAGE was prepared fresh before the electrophoresis. For RNA 
purification the thick gel was prepared (22mm by 16.5mm glass plates with 1.5mm 
spacers, 80mL solution) while for analytic purposes the thin gel was used (22mm 
by 16.5mm glass plates with 1mm spacers, 50mL solution). Prior to gel preparation, 
the gel cast was cleaned with 70% ethanol and assembled with appropriate spacers. 
For the RNA extraction gel, the thick 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) 
solution was prepared fresh by mixing: 40mL of 20% acrylamide/bisacrylamide 
(19:1) in 8 M urea, 32mL of 8M urea (7.2M final concentration) and 8mL of 10x TBE 
buffer (final composition of 1x buffer: 50mM TRIS, 50mM boric acid, 1 mM EDTA). 
The 10mL from the gel solution was taken to prepare a gel stopper; 100µL of 10% 
ammonium persulfate solution (APS) and 20µL TEMED were added prior to 
applying the solution at the bottom of the cast. The 400µL APS and 40µL TEMED 
were added to the remaining 70mL of the gel mix and used to fill the rest of a cast. 
The 10-well comb was mounted and the gel was left to polymerize at the room 
temperature. Ready gel was mounted in the apparatus, with 1x TBE buffer in the 
top and bottom chambers. The protocol is identical for analytical gel preparation. 
 

RNA purification  
RNA products were purified by extraction from the polyacrylamide gel. After the 
transcription, 300µL samples were mixed with 150µL of buffer (0.5M EDTA/8M 
Urea), heated to 90°C for 3min, cooled down at the room temperature and applied 
on the freshly prepared 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel (10% 
acrylamide/bisacrylamide (19:1), 8 M urea, 1x TBE). The electrophoresis was run 
for 2.5h at room temperature at 300V, 12 A (Labnet Power Station 300V). 
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RNA extraction from the gel: 
After electrophoresis, the gel was carefully taken out of the cast and wrapped in the 
transparent foil. Gel was observed under the short UV light (254 nm) and selected 
RNA bands were cut out from the gel and placed in Eppendorf tubes with 600µL 
of “Crush and Soak” buffer (200mM NaCl, 10mM Tris, pH 7.5, 0.5mM NaEDTA). 
Gel samples were incubated overnight at 8oC with constant mixing 450 rpm. 
  
RNA precipitation on ice:  
The eluent from the overnight incubation was separated from the acrylamide gel 
pieces and gently mixed with 900µL of 100% ice cold ethanol and incubated in a 
freezer (-20°C) for minimum of 2h.  
 
Washing: 
Samples from the freezer were centrifuged for 20 min, 12000 rpm at 4oC and the 
liquid was removed leaving the precipitant at the bottom. Subsequently 600µL of 
70% ethanol was added (without shaking) and samples were centrifuged for 10 
min, 12000rpm at 4°C. Liquid was removed carefully and samples were dried in 
the vacuum concentrator (Eppendorf), then resuspended in 60µL of 1x TE buffer 
(pH 7.5 buffer (IDT Technologies)). The RNA concentration was measured with 
NanoDrop spectrophotometer (ThermoScientific). The molar extinction coefficients 
values were obtained with IDT oligoanalyzer tools (Integrated DNA Technologies) 
and used to calculate molar concentration of RNA according to the Beer's law.  

 

RNA size confirmation and purity check with denaturing PAGE 
This analysis was performed in order to check the quality and purity of transcribed 
RNA fragments. To prepare samples for analysis, stock solutions of monomers 
were diluted with water to obtain 20pmol of each monomer. Samples were mixed 
1:1 with 0.5M EDTA/8M Urea buffer and heated at 90oC for 3min and cooled down 
at the room temperature. Samples were applied on the 10% denaturing PAGE (10% 
acrylamide/bisacrylamide (19:1), 8 M urea, 1x TBE). The gel was run for 3h at the 
room temperature, 300V (Labnet Power Station 300V) and stained overnight in the 
stains-all solution (Stains-all 50µg/mL (Sigma-Aldrich), 10% formamide, 25% 
isopropanol, 50mM TRIS, 50mM boric acid). 
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RNA association 
RNA association study with agarose gel electrophoresis 
For this experiment a T3A7B1C1 trimer was associated from equimolar amounts of 
G3A7 (HS-siR-5 + CoreA7), G1B1 and G1C1 varying Mg2+ concentrations, namely: 
0.2mM, 1mM and 2mM of added MgCl2. Two sets of these samples were prepared 
to associate RNA with one-pot protocol or a stepwise protocol.  
The one-pot protocol was performed by mixing equimolar amounts (20pmoles) of 
each RNA fragment to assemble trimer. The samples were mixed and heated to 
90°C for 3min and cooled down to 4°C. At the 4°C, each sample was supplemented 
with 0.2mM, 1mM or 2mM of MgCl2 in 1xTE buffer and incubated by temperature 
ramping from 55°C to 22°C for 30min. 
The stepwise protocol started from G3 monomer association. To do this, 3 samples 
were prepared, each containing 20pmoles of HS-siR5 and 20pmoles of CoreA7. 
Samples were mixed and incubated at 90°C for 3min, cooled down to 4°C and each 
sample was supplemented with either 0.2mM, 1mM or 2mM of MgCl2 in 1x TE 
buffer, then incubated by temperature ramping from 55°C to 22°C for 30min. After 
the monomer association each of the 3 samples was supplemented with 20pmoles 
of separately pre-denatured (90°C, 3min) G1B1 and G1C1. Samples were mixed, 
spun down and incubated for 30min at 30°C. 
Associated RNA constructs were analyzed on the nondenaturing 1.5% agarose gel 
(EtBr) in 0.5xTE buffer with 0.2mM Mg2+. 
 

RNA association studies with the nondenaturing (native) PAGE 
Preparation of the nondenaturing (native) PAGE  

The gel was prepared a day before and kept in the cold room (4oC) overnight. Prior 
to gel preparation the gel cast was cleaned with 70% ethanol and assembled with 
1mm spacers. The 50mL of 10% native PAGE solution was prepared by mixing 
25mL of 20% acrylamide/bisacrylamide (19:1) (10% final concentration), 20mL of 
water and 5mL of 10x TB buffer (final composition of 1x buffer: 50mM TRIS, 50mM 
boric acid). The solution was supplemented with 10µL of 1M MgCl2 (0.2mM final 
concentration). The 10mL from the gel mix was taken to prepare a gel stopper; 
100µL 10% ammonium persulfate solution (APS) and 20µL TEMED were added 
prior to applying the solution at the bottom of the cast. The 200µL of APS and 30µL 
of TEMED was added to the remaining 40mL of the gel mix and used to fill the rest 
of a cast. The comb was mounted and gel was left to polymerize at the room 
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temperature. Ready gel was mounted in the apparatus, with 1xTB buffer (with 
0.2mM Mg2+) left overnight at 4oC. 
 

The siRNA association – electrophoretic mobility shift assay 

Short RNA fragments were synthesized chemically from phosphoramidites at the 
Centre of Molecular and Macromolecular Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences. 
Oligonucleotides were purified chromatographically, dried and resuspended in 
1xTE buffer (pH 7.5). Stock solutions of ssRNA were diluted and measured with 
NanoDrop spectrophotometer (ThermoScientific). Obtained OD values were used 
to calculate molar concentrations from molar extinction coefficients (IDT 
oligoanalyzer) according to the Beer's law. For the gel studies 50pmoles of dsRNA 
(siRNA) were prepared by mixing 50pmol of 2 appropriate monomers in sterile, 
filtered milliQ water (sequences and siRNA compositions may be found on the 
appendix). For example, to make 50pmoles of siR5-6, 50pmoles of siR5 was mixed 
with 50pmoles of siR6 and filled with water to make 30µL final volume. 
To associate siRNA duplexes, prepared samples were heated to 90°C for 3min and 
cooled down to 4°C. Cool samples were then mixed with 5x loading buffer (final 
concentrations: 1xTE, 5% glycerol, 0.01% bromophenol, 0.01% xylene cyanol) and 
loaded on the 10% native polyacrylamide gel. The gel was run in the cold room 
(4°C), for 3h at 250V, 8 A (Labnet Power Station, 300V) and stained overnight in the 
stains-all solution (Stains-all 50µg/mL (Sigma-Aldrich), 10% formamide, 25% 
isopropanol, 50mM TRIS, 50mM boric acid). 
 

T3 Trimer association - electrophoretic mobility shift assay 

In this study RNA monomers, dimers and trimers were analyzed on the 10% native 
PAGE. Each RNA construct was prepared from frozen stocks of synthetic ssRNA 
and/or long RNA transcription products. Each sample contained total of 50pmol of 
RNA in water, regardless of its composition.  
For example, to make a T3A7B1C1 trimer, 12.5pmoles of CoreA7, 12.5pmoles of siR-
5, 12.5pmoles of G1B1 and 12.5pmoles of G1C1 were mixed in sterile water, giving 
a total 50pmoles of RNA in 25µL. To associate constructs, mixed samples were heat 
denatured at 90°C for 3min, cooled down to 4°C and supplemented with 
5xTB/1mM MgCl2 buffer (final concentration 0.2mM Mg2+ and 1xTB). Samples were 
then incubated by the temperature ramping, from 55°C to 22°C for 30min. 
Associated constructs were mixed with 5xPAGE loading buffer (final 
concentrations: 1xTE, 5% glycerol, 0.01% bromophenol, 0.01% xylene cyanol) and 
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applied into the native PAGE (10% acrylamide/bisacrylamide (19:1), 1xTB, 0.2mM 
MgCl2). The gel was run in the cold room (4°C), for 7h at 200V (Labnet Power 
Station, 300V) and stained overnight in the stains-all solution (Stains-all 50µg/mL 
(Sigma-Aldrich), 10% formamide, 25% isopropanol, 50mM TRIS, 50mM boric acid). 

 

RNA-AuNP conjugates 
Preparation of siRNA-AuNP conjugates  
Titration of AuNP with siRNA to determine best siRNA-AuNP ratio  

The RNA titration study was performed in order to select the best ratio of siRNA 
to 10nm AuNP, which will allow for saturation of the nanoparticle. For the 
hybridization study the following siRNA:AuNP mixes were prepared: 50:1, 40:1, 
30:1, 20:1, 10:1 and 5:1pmol. 
 
The siRNAs are composed of 2 strands: 1) 21nt long sense strand equipped with HS 
group and a C18 aliphatic linker at the 5’ end and 2) 21nt long antisense strand (the 
exact sequences may be found in the appendix). In the AuNP titration experiment 
the HS-siR5-6 sequence was used as a model.   
To prepare siRNAs for the experiment the appropriate picomolar amounts (5, 10, 
20, 30, 40 or 50pmol) of HS-siR5-6 were prepared by mixing 2 complementary single 
stranded RNAs and water at a final volume of 25µL.  
For example, to make 40pmoles of HS-siR5-6 40pmoles of siR5 or HS-siR5 were 
mixed with 40pmoles of siR6 and filled up with water to a final volume of 25µL.  
Strands were associated by heating to 90°C for 3min and cooling down on ice.  
 

AuNP mix preparation: 

An AuNP master mix was prepared from the 10nm AuNP stock (Sigma-Aldrich). 
One portion of AuNP mix (equivalent of 1pmol of RNA), was prepared by mixing: 
100µL of 60µg/mL 10nm AuNP, 20µL of 10x Citrate buffer pH=6 (1x final 
concentration), 6µL of 5M NaCl (150mM final concentration), 4µL of 10% Tween-
20 (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.2% final concentration) and 37µL of sterile water. The 167µL 
from the AuNP mix was added to each 25µL of assembled HS-siRNA. Samples 
were mixed by vortexing, spun down and incubated at 30oC for 4h with constant 
shaking - 300rpm. After 4h samples were supplemented with 8µL of NaCl to a final 
concentration of 350mM NaCl and further incubated overnight. 
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The following day, samples were spun down at 13000rpm for 20min at 4°C and 
supernatant was removed, replaced with fresh 1xPBS and spun at 13000rpm for 
20min again to wash out the unbound RNA and salt. Samples were washed 3 times 
and kept in 1xPBS at a desired volume. The hybridization protocol was adapted 
from 332. Samples were analyzed with 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis with EtBr 
for 1.5h at 80V. 
 

siRNA-AuNP conjugation  
All the further experiments were carried using 40:1pmol RNA-AuNP conjugate, 
prepared following the protocol above. 
 

Preparation of tectoRNA-AuNP conjugates 
AuNP titration with RNA trimer  

Similar to the siRNA titration study, the titration study was performed to choose 
the amount of trimer, which will allow for saturation of the 10nm AuNP. For the 
hybridization study the following tectoRNA:AuNP mixes were prepared: 50:1, 
40:1, 30:1, 20:1, 10:1 and 5:1pmol 
 
The T3A7B1C1 trimer was used as a model in this study and prepared by mixing 
HS-siR5, CoreA7, G1B1 and G1C1 to obtain 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50pmoles of trimer 
in 20µL of water. For example, to make 40 pmoles of T3A7B1C1 40 pmoles of HS-
siR5, CoreA7, G1B1 and G1C1 were mixed with and filled up with water to make 
20µL solution.  
To associate trimers, the samples were heat denatured at 90oC for 3min, cooled 
down to 4°C and supplemented with 5µL of 5x MgCl2/TB buffer (0.2mM Mg2+, 1xTB 
final concentration) to make a final volume of 25µL. Samples were then incubated 
by the temperature ramping, from 55°C to 22°C for 30min. Prepared RNA aliquots 
were supplemented with 167µL of AuNP mix, vortexed, spun down and incubated 
following the protocol above (Preparation of siRNA-AuNP conjugates). Samples 
were analyzed with 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis with EtBr for 2h at 80V. 
 

RNA-AuNP conjugates preparation for cell transfection experiments 
RNA-AuNP conjugates were hybridized at 40:1pmol RNA:AuNP ratio as described 
previously, washed with PBS three times and diluted to 1.25µM of RNA construct. 
The concentration was calculated assuming that the amount of RNA construct 
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added to AuNP does not change and that the loss of RNA at the hybridization and 
washing steps is neglectable. 
 

Agarose gel studies for complex formation determination  
For the agarose gel studies the siRNA-AuNP or tectoRNA-AuNP samples were 
spun down once, at 13000rpm for 30min at 4°C, to collect the AuNP-containing 
fraction. The supernatant was removed, leaving 40µL of the bottom fraction, which 
was mixed with 5x gel loading buffer (TB 1x, 5% glycerol final) and applied on the 
1.5% agarose gel. 
 
Agarose gel: 
The 1.5% agarose gel was prepared by heat dissolving 3g of agarose (Sigma-
Aldrich) in 200mL of 0.5x TBE buffer; 10µL of 1% ethidium bromide was added 
prior to pouring gel solution into the cast. 15-well comb was inserted into the gel 
solution and left in the room temperature to solidify.  
 
Samples were loaded on the gel and the electrophoresis was run in the 0.5x TBE 
buffer at 80V for 1.5h. 20pmol siRNA was used as a reference. The gels were 
visualized under the UV light in the gel imaging device (UVTex, FireReader V10) 
to show mobility of the RNA fraction; the mobility of gold fractions conjugated 
with RNA is visible in the ambient light.  
 

Bioanalysis of RNA samples 
A fresh short RNA chip (Agilent) was unpacked and mounted into the provided 
loading station with a syringe. The analytic gel solution was prepared by mixing it 
with a dye, centrifugation and incubation in the room temperature. The gel solution 
was then loaded onto the chip according to the enclosed instruction. Each well was 
then supplemented with a dye and the preincubated DNA ladder was applied to 
the reference well. At the end, 1µL of the prepared test samples were applied to the 
wells. The chip was mixed by vortexing for 1min and placed into the pre-cleaned 
bioanalyzer. The chip specific bioanalysis program was run and results analyzed.  

 

siRNA-AuNP conjugate treatment with GSH/BME 
The siRNA-AuNP conjugates were treated with GSH or BME and examined with 
bioanalyzer. A set of siRNA-AuNP samples were prepared from HS-siR5-6 and 
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10nm AuNP, at the 40:1pmol ratio, as previously described. Ready conjugates were 
treated with GSH or BME (100mM stock solutions) added at a final concentration 
of 1, 5, 10mM in 40µL. Samples were incubated for 2, 4 or 24 hours at 37°C. The 
1µM HS-siR5-6 and 1µM untreated conjugate solutions were used as references 
with water added instead. Each sample was incubated under the 3µL layer of 
mineral oil to prevent oxidation of thiols. In order to assure the best analytical 
conditions of bioanalysis, all tested solutions were prepared in the minimal possible 
salt concentration: SNA were washed with 0.05x PBS and GSH and BME were 
prepared in water. After incubation, samples were separated from the immersion 
oil by short spin and pipetting out the bottom fraction which was used for 
bioanalysis. 
 

RNA cleavage study with Dicer 
Monomer G1A1, trimer T1A1B1C1 and T3A7B1C1 were prepared following 
previously described protocol at a final concentration of 10µM. The 1uL from RNA 
samples was saved for bioanalysis and diluted 1:1 with water to make controls. For 
the enzymatic digestion study, the RNA samples were treated with Recombinant 
Turbo Dicer. All reagents were supplied with the Recombinant Turbo Dicer kit 
(Genlantis). Each experiment was prepared by mixing 6µL od 10µM RNA, 2µL of 
50mM MgCl2, 5x Turbo Dicer Reaction Buffer, 1µL of 10mM ATP, 1µL of 5x BSA 
and 1µL of 0.5U/µL Recombinant Turbo Dicer Enzyme. The final reaction volume 
was 12µL. Enzymatic reaction was performed for 2h 20min at 37oC, then was 
stopped by addition of 2µL of Turbo Dicer Stop Solution. Samples were analyzed 
with bioanalyzer (Agilent, RNA small chip). The 1µL of each experiment was 
applied on the chip and untreated RNA samples were used as controls.   
 

Dynamic light scattering study 
siRNA-AuNPs and tectoRNA-AuNPs were prepared as described previously. In 
this case for the experimental purposes, the higher concentration of conjugates was 
needed for dynamic light scattering (DLS) and 200pmoles of siRNA or tectoRNA 
were mixed with 5pmoles of AuNP (500µL of 60µg/µL citrate solution). Conjugates 
were washed twice and suspended in 1mL of 1x citrate buffer, pH=6. Such solution 
was then applied to the transparent cell and used for size and zeta potential 
measurement with DLS technique (Malvern). Samples were all analyzed at the 
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room temperature, with the same protocol and 170.8-255.1kcps (kilo counts per 
second) were collected for each analysis.  
 

Cellular studies  
Eukaryotic cell lines 
Four cell lines were used in the project, including 3 adherent cell lines and one 
suspension cell line. 
 
MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP – adherent cell line 
The human breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP 
originate from M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, where the latter is a lentivirus 
modified line, stably expressing GFP and RFP (puromycin resistance). The MDA-
MB-231 GFP/RFP (Cell Biolabs Inc) cells, stably expressing GFP and RFP was 
cultured in DMEM - high glucose (4.5g/L) medium (Dulbelcco’s Modified Essential 
Medium, Gibco), enriched with 10% FBS (Biowest), 1% nonessential amino acids 
(Biowest) and 1% L-glutamine (Biowest). Two antibiotics were routinely added to 
media – 0.1mg/mL of penicillin and 100U/mL of streptomycin (Sigma Aldrich). The 
MDA-MB-231 cultures were incubated at the standard conditions and passaged 
when confluent (around 95% coverage) 2 times a week on average. The MDA-MB-
231 GFP/RFP cell line was routinely observed under the fluorescent microscope 
(Nikon Eclipse Ti-U microscope) to check the GFP and RFP fluorescence. 
 
Fibroblasts – adherent cell line 
Human fibroblasts, CLTH human dermal foreskin fibroblasts (Celther) were 
cultured in DMEM - high glucose (4.5g/L) medium (Dulbelcco’s Modified Essential 
Medium, Gibco), enriched with 10% FBS (Biowest), 1% nonessential amino acids 
(Biowest) and 1% L-glutamine (Biowest). Two antibiotics were routinely added to 
media – 0.1mg/mL of penicillin and 100U/mL of streptomycin (Sigma Aldrich). 
Fibroblasts were incubated at the standard conditions and passaged when 
confluent (around 95% coverage) once a week on average. 
 
MCF-7 – adherent cell line 
The human breast cancer cell line MCF-7 (Michigan Cancer Foundation-7 – name 
referring to the institute where the cell line was established, obtained from ATCC) 
was cultured in MEM (Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium, Gibco) medium 
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enriched with 10% FBS (Biowest), in the presence of two antibiotics – 0.1mg/mL of 
penicillin and 100U/mL of streptomycin (Sigma Aldrich). MCF-7 were incubated at 
the standard conditions and passaged when confluent (around 95% coverage) 2 
times a week on average. 
 
Molt-4 – suspension cell line 
The T-lymphoblast cell line Molt-4 (ATCC), derived from leukemic cells of a patient 
with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, was cultured in RPMI1620 medium (Gibco), 
enriched with 2g/L glucose (Biowest), 1mg/L glutathione (Biowest), 10% FBS 
(Biowest) and two antibiotics – 0.1mg/mL of penicillin and 100U/mL of 
streptomycin (Sigma Aldrich). Molt-4 cells were incubated at the standard 
conditions and passaged 2 times a week on average 
 

Methods used for cell cultures handling 
Cell cultures were kept in 25cm2 flat bottom bottles (Nunc) in 10mL of appropriate 
medium at the standard conditions of 37°C with 5% CO2 (LAB-LINE, Binder 
incubator). 
 

Cell culture from frozen stock 

The cell cultures were thawed from frozen stock (~106 cells frozen in the cultivation 
media with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)). Frozen stock was resuspended with 
the warm cultivation media and transferred to the falcon tube. Cell suspension was 
centrifuged at 900rpm for 3min at room temperature. The supernatant containing 
DMSO was removed, cells were resuspended in 5mL of cultivation medium and 
transferred to the 25cm2 bottle. Cells were incubated at 37oC, 5% CO2 and medium 
were replaced after 24h.  

 

Cells passage  

Adherent cells: 
Adherent cell lines were passaged by removing the old media from above the cell 
monolayer and washing the monolayer with HBSS solution (without Ca2+ and Mg2+ 
ions, Biowest). Cells were detached from the bottom of the bottle by trypsin 
treatment with 300µL 10x trypsin EDTA (Biowest) for 2min at 37oC. Detachment 
progress was checked under the microscope and once cells detached, 5mL of the 
growth media was used to transfer cells to a falcon tube. Cells were collected by 
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centrifugation at 900rpm for 3min at the room temperature. The supernatant was 
removed and sedimented cells were resuspended in 5mL of warm cultivation 
medium. Depending upon desired cell concentration, appropriate amount was 
transferred to the new bottle/plate with fresh cultivation medium. The cells were 
incubated at 37oC with 5% CO2. 
 
Suspension cells – Molt-4 
For subculturing the cell suspension was transferred from the bottle do 15mL falcon 
tube and centrifuged at 900rpm for 3min at the room temperature. The supernatant 
was removed and sedimented cells were resuspended in 5mL of cultivation 
medium. Depending upon desired cell concentration, appropriate amount was 
transferred to the new bottle/plate to with fresh cultivation medium. The cells were 
incubated at 37oC with 5% CO2. 
 

Counting cells for the experiment  

Cells were counted with the automatic cell counter - Scepter cell counter (Scepter 
2.0, Millipore) prior to seeding. The 200µL of cells resuspended in a fresh medium 
was transferred to a fresh Eppendorf tube and diluted 4-fold by adding 600µL of 
medium. A cell counter sensor (60µm) was attached to the counter and submerged 
in the prepared cell suspension. Counter aspirates around 50-60µL of the solution 
for analysis and, as a result, gives a histogram and averaged cell concentration in 
cell/mL units. The cell concentration given by the cell counter was multiplied by 4 
to get the real concentration in the falcon tube.  
 

Cells seeding 

Counted cell suspension in a falcon tube was diluted with the appropriate medium 
to a desired cell concentration, mixed and placed in a sterile reservoir. The 100µL 
of the cell suspension was pipetted with a multichannel pipette into a selected plate. 
The cells were incubated at 37oC with 5% CO2. 
 

Cells freezing 

Prepared cell suspension in a falcon tube that hasn’t been used for experiments 
could be frozen for storage. Cells’ suspensions of approximately 106 cells/mL were 
mixed with appropriate medium, supplemented with 10% DMSO and 1mL from 
the mix was poured into volume to cryogenic tubes (Nunc). Tubes were sealed with 
cups and transferred to a freezing container CoolCell (BioCision) allowing for 
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controlled freezing (-1℃ /min). The container was placed in -80℃ freezer and after 
24h tubes were transferred to a Dewar’s container with liquid nitrogen 
(Thermolyne Locator 4 plus, ThermoFisher Scientific) for long term storage.  
 

Metal nanoparticles impact on cell viability 
Selected cells were collected from cultivation bottles, counted with the Scepter cell 
counter and plated on transparent 96-well plates (Nunc), each in the amount of 7000 
cells/well in 100µL of appropriate media. Cells were incubated for 24h at 37oC with 
5% CO2 prior to cytotoxicity experiments.  
 
For the cytotoxicity studies spherical nanoparticles of 3 noble metals were selected, 
namely: gold nanoparticles (AuNP: 10, 50 and 100nm diameter, citrate water 
solutions), silver (AgNP 100nm – powder dissolved in water) and platinum (PtNP 
50nm - powder dissolved in water). All nanoparticles were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich. Cytotoxicity of selected nanoparticles was tested with the MTT assay in 4 
cell lines: MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP, Molt-4, MCF-7, human fibroblasts. 
Nanoparticles’ concentrations, from 0 to 50µg/mL were analyzed. For this 
experiment nanoparticles stocks were diluted with the cultivation media 
containing 0.2% Tween-20 to make a final concentration of 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 20 or 
50µg/mL of nanoparticles in a final volume of 200µL. The medium was removed 
by aspiration from the plate prepared a day before. The 200µL from the 
nanoparticle dilutions were added to the experimental wells at the 96-well plate. 
The prepared 96-well culture plates were incubated for 48h at 37oC with 5% CO2 

prior to the MTT assay.  
 

MTT assay 
The MTT assay was used to evaluate the metabolic activity of the tested cells by 
colorimetric change observation of the yellow tetrazolium dye 3-(4,5-
dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) to its insoluble 
purple formazan salt as a consequence of NAD(P)H-dependent cellular 
oxidoreductase enzymes activity. The color change, indicative of the metabolic 
activity of the living and active cells, was measured on the plate reader at 570 nm, 
with a background reference measured at 650nm. Each cell line was tested at 
minimum of 10 repetitions in 2 or 3 consecutive passages. 
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To initiate the MTT assay 25µL of MTT (5mg/mL) was added to each well and 
incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 2h. Subsequently cells were lysed by incubation 
with 95µL of SDS lysis buffer per well (20% SDS, 50% DMF) for 2h with shaking. 
The absorbance of the cell lysates was measured at the FLUOstar Omega plate 
reader (BMG Labtech) at 570 with the reference at 650 nm.  
 
Collected data was analyzed using the Microsoft Excel software. First the 
background absorbance at 650nm was subtracted from 570nm absorbance for each 
experiment. Average absorbance of the untreated cells was calculated and used as 
a 100% cell viability - reference for normalization. Repetitions within the same 
experiments were normalized to their control (100%) and then the normalized data 
from subsequent experiments for a given cell line was averaged together to prepare 
the diagrams. Error bars correspond to the standard error calculated from standard 
deviation divided by square root of sample size – N. 
 

Gene expression regulation studies in GFP model system 
Transfecting cells with selected RNA components 
The RNA constructs were delivered to MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP model cells to study 
the CopGFP gene expression regulation while the RFP gene was used as a reference. 
The study was performed for RNA-only substances: siRNA (duplexes), tectoRNA 
monomers, trimers and for RNA-AuNP conjugates. The RNA constructs were 
delivered to cells following one of 2 protocols: 1) single addition, where cells were 
transfected with RNA once, to a final concentration of 15nM siRNA (equal to 5nM 
trimer) or 2) triple addition, where cells were transfected with RNA sample 3 times 
(5nM siRNA or 5/3nM trimer each time), to get a final concentration of 15nM siRNA 
(equal to 5nM trimer). Each transfection mixture contained 3 parts: RNA construct, 
HBSS+ (with Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions, Life Technologies) and SAINT-sRNA 
(Synvolux).  
The siRNA transfection was performed following a single addition or triple 
addition protocol. Random RNA fragment (nontargeting RNA fragment) was used 
as a transfection control.  
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MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP cells’ transfection in 96-well plate (plate reader): 

Transfection mix preparation: 
The transfection master mix was prepared for 4 to 5 repetitions of each experiment. 
RNA samples were associated following previously described protocol, at a final 
concentration of 1.25µM. To prepare a transfection mix, a 10-fold dilution of SAINT 
-sRNA in HBSS+ was prepared in a fresh Eppendorf tube. In the second step the 
associated RNA stock (1.25µM) was diluted appropriately in HBSS+, depending 
upon desired final concentration. The SAINT-sRNA solution was added 1:1 to each 
of the RNA solutions, mixed, incubated for 15min at the room temperature and 
used for transfection. For example, to prepare a transfection solution to deliver a 
final 5nM RNA to 200µL medium, in 5 repetitions, the following reagents are 
mixed: 1.4µL of 1.25µM RNA, 95.5µL of HBSS+ and 5.1µL of SAINT -sRNA (2% 
overhead accounting for pipetting error).  
 
Cell delivery  
For the single addition protocol, the MDA-MB-231 GFP/RFP cells were counted 
with the automatic cell counter (Scepter 2.0, Millipore) and 60µL sensor, then plated 
on a fluorescent 96-well plate (Nunc) at a concentration of 10000 cells/well, 24h 
prior to transfection. At the transfection day, the medium was removed from wells 
by aspiration and 20µL of a transfection mixture was added on top of the cell 
monolayer. Next, 80µL of warm HBSS+ (with Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions, Life Technologies) 
was added to the wells and incubated for 5h at 37oC with 5% CO2. After 5h 
incubation, 100µL of warm cultivation medium was added to each well, the plate 
was returned to incubator and left for 72h. After 72h the GFP gene expression 
silencing was evaluated by GFP fluorescence measurement on the fluorescence 
plate reader (FLUOstar Omega, BMG Labtech). 
In the triple addition protocol, the cells were counted and seeded 5000 cells/well 
and prepared in the same way as described above. At the first transfection day (t0), 
the cultivation medium was removed from wells by aspiration and 20µL of a fresh 
transfection mixture was added on top of the cell monolayer. Next 80µL of warm 
HBSS+ (with Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions, Life Technologies) was added to the wells and 
incubated for 5h in 37oC with 5% CO2. After 5h incubation, 60µL of warm 
cultivation medium was added to each well and plate was returned to incubator. 
The next day, 24h after the 1st transfection (t1=24h), another 20µL of freshly 
prepared transfection mix was added to wells, without removing the medium and 
the plate was returned to the incubator. The following day, 48h after the 1st 
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transfection (t2=48h), another 20µL of freshly prepared transfection mix was added 
to wells, without removing the medium and the plate was returned to the 
incubator. At the 96h after the 1st transfection, 100µL of a fresh medium was added 
to all wells, without removal of the old medium. The plates were incubated for the 
total of 144h from the 1st transfection. 
 

MDA-MB-231 cells’ transfection in 48-well plate (flow cytometry experiments): 

RNA preparation: 
This experiment was scaled up, 3-fold from the 96-well plate experiment and 
prepared accordingly. For the transfection, RNA samples were mixed with SAINT-
sRNA transfection agent in HBSS+ (with Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions, Life Technologies) and 
60µL of mix was applied to cells, 3 times every 24h. For example, for 2 repetitions 
of one experiment: 4.9µL of 1.25µM RNA, 110.28µL of HBSS+ and 3.06µL of Saint-
sRNA were mixed (2% overhead accounting for pipetting error) and incubated at 
the room temperature for 15min.  
 
Cell delivery: 
The experiment is scaled up from 96-well plate experiment by multiplying volumes 
and cells by the factor of 3, following thermofisher.com instructions. For the 
experiments, concentration of cells was measured with the cell counter (Scepter 2.0, 
Millipore) and 60µL sensor. The cells were plated on a 48-well plate (Greiner) 12000 
cells/well, in 200µL of warm medium and cultivated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 24h 
prior to experiment. At the t0, old medium was removed and 60µL of the 
transfection solution was added per well, topped with 180µL of pre-warmed 
HBSS+ and incubated for 5h at 37°C with 5% CO2. After 5h incubation, 240µL of 
pre-warmed cultivation medium was added to each well and plate was returned to 
the incubator. The next 2 days, 24h and 48h after the 1st transfection, another 60µL 
of freshly prepared transfection solution were added to wells, without removing 
the medium and the plate was returned to the incubator. The 96h after the 1st 

transfection, 300µL of a fresh medium was added to all wells, without removal of 
the old medium. The plates were incubated for the total of 144h from the 1st 
transfection.  
After the fluorescence measurement selected transfection experiments were tested 
for the cytotoxicity by MTT assay.  
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GFP fluorescence assay with the plate reader 
The efficiency of the CopGFP regulation was studied by the GFP fluorescence 
intensity measurement (ex: 485nm, em: 520nm) with the fluorescence plate reader 
(FLUOstar Omega, BMG Labtech). Cells were analyzed at different time points 
after transfection. 
All calculations for the gene expression regulation studies were done in Microsoft 
Excel software. Normalization to cell viability was achieved by 1) subtracting the 
normalized GFP fluorescence from 100% to get a percent of fluorescence decrease 
(%F) for each well related to 100% - average of untreated cells fluorescence 2) the 
%F obtained for each well was then multiplied by the % value of normalized MTT 
results giving the final result – % GFP fluorescence decrease normalized to cell 
viability.  
 

Fluorescence microscopy 
Fluorescence microscopy was used for routine evaluation of MDA-MB-231 
GFP/RFP cells’ fluorescence and for observation of GFP fluorescence decay in the 
RNAi gene regulation experiments. GFP fluorescence was observed at the 
following microscope setup: excitation wavelength = 465–495nm, dichroic mirror 
wavelength = 505nm, absorption filter wavelength = 515–555nm, with exposition 
time >300ms. Images were recorded and analyzed using NisElement software. 
Equipment used: Nikon Eclipse Ti-U microscope with metal, halide lamp (Lumen 
200, Prior Scientific), 10x magnification lens and 10x ocular lens. 
 

Fluorescence Associated Cells Sorting – flow cytometry  
The 48-well plate experiments were set up for the flow cytometry study. Prior to 
flow cytometry experiment medium was removed from wells and the cells were 
collected by trypsin treatment, where 100µL of 1x trypsin EDTA (Biowest) was 
added per each well and incubated for 2min at 37oC. Detached cells were 
resuspended in 1000µL of 1xPBS (without Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions, Sigma) and 
transferred to the 1.5 mL tubes. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 1500 rpm, 
4oC for 10 min. Supernatant was removed and the cells were resuspended in 1000µL 
of 1xPBS and washed once more. Finally, cells were resuspended in 1000µL of 
1xPBS and transferred to FACS tubes and kept on ice and in dark. The fluorescence-
activated cell sorting measurements were run with FACSCalibur flow cytometer 
(BD Bioscience) collecting data from forward and side scatters and green and 
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yellow fluorescence. Each experiment was prepared in 2 repetitions and counted at 
least 2 times, collecting 10000 counts each. Three independent experiments were 
done. The gene regulation efficiency was inferred from the mean GFP fluorescence 
intensity (ex:485nm, em: 520nm) output from flow cytometry. Gathered 
fluorescence means were plotted in Excel software, normalized to cells treated with 
a random RNA and averaged within 3 independent experiments. Standard error 
was calculated for each sample. 
 

Real time-RT-PCR 
Selected cells from RNAi experiments were treated with TriPure reagent (Roche) 
for RNA isolation (following the manufacturer’s instructions). Isolated RNA 
fraction was dissolved in 30µL of DEPEC water and RNA concentration was 
measured with the NanoDrop. All samples were brought to a final concentration 
of 100ng/µL. The 25ng of isolated RNA were applied to PCR strips and 
supplemented with 2.5mM of primers for CopGFP mRNA and appropriate amount 
of PCR-grade water to make a final reaction volume of 10µL. The reaction master 
mix was prepared by mixing SYBR Green, enzyme blend and magnesium solution. 
Master mix was mixed, spun down and added to each tube. PCR strips were 
covered, spun down and inserted to the real time RT-PCR machine (Roche 
LightCycler 96).  
 
The following program was run: 55oC 10min  95oC 30s  (95oC 10s - 60oC 10s - 
72oC 10s)x20  Melting curve (95oC 10s  65oC 1min  97oC temp. ramping)  
37oC hold. 
 

RNA-AuNP delivery to cells – transmission electron microscopy  
For the TEM analysis cells were prepared in 24-well plates and transfected once 
with 5nM of T3A1B2C9-AuNP accordingly to a single addition protocol. The 72h 
after transfection cells were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2% paraformaldehyde 
solution (provided by TEM facility) and incubated for 1h at 4°C. In the next step, 
cells were washed three times with 0.1M cacodylate buffer (provided by TEM 
facility) for 10min to remove fixative solution. Post fixation was handled at the TEM 
facility (Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology of Polish Academy of Sciences, 
Warsaw, Poland), where fixed samples were treated with 1% osmium tetroxide for 
1h at the room temperature, washed three times with water for 10min and stained 
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with 2% uranyl acetate water solution. For dehydration samples were incubated in 
the increasing ethanol concentrations, then in pure propylene oxide. At the end, 
cells were embedded in the propylene oxide and Epon resin, then in 
pure Epon resin. The 70nm sections were collected on TEM copper grids. Samples 
were analyzed and electron micrographs were captured with Morada camera on a 
JEM 1400 transmission electron microscope at 80 kV (JEOL Co., Japan). 
  
 



Appendix A 
 

1. DNA sequences used in the project 
 

name DNA used for PCR 
Length 
[nt] 

CopA_core.tmp 
CATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGATTTGGGCACAGGGACTGC
GTGCCTCCTTCACAGTCC 

73 

CopA_core.fwd TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGACTGTGAAGGAGGCACGC 40 

CopA1.rev GGACAGCGTGATCTTCACCGACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGC 39 

CopA7.rev CGACAAGATCATCCGCAGCAACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGC 39 

CopA9.rev AGACACCCGCAUCGAGAAGUACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGC 39 

CopA.tmp 
CATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGATTTGGGCACAGACTCTGC
GTGCCTCCTTCACAGAGTCTGTGCGTGTCGGTGAAGATC  

94 

dj_CopB.tmp 
CATCAACAAGAGGCGTGGAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGATTTGGGCACAGACTCTGC
GTGCTCGCTTCACAGAGTCTGTGCGTGTCGGTGAAGATC  

94 

CopC.tmp 
CATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCGAGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGATTTGGGCACAGACTCTGC
GTGCCTGCTTCACAGAGTCTGTGCGTGTCGGTGAAGATC  

94 

siCop1.fwd TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACGCAC 44 

siCop1.rev GGAGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGC 39 

siCop1C.rev GGAGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGG 39 

siCop2.fwd 
TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGACCAACAAGATGAAGAGCGCACAGACTCTGTGA
AG 

44 

siCop2.rev GGAGACCAACAAGATGAAGAGCATCAACAAGAGGCGTG 44 

siCop9.fwd 
TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGACCCGCATCGAGAAGTACGCACAGACTCTGTGA
AG 

44 

siCop9.rev GGAGACCCGCATCGAGAAGTACATCAACAAGAGGCGTG 44 
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name PCR products 
Length 
[nt] 

CopA1core.tmp 
PCR product 
(CopA_core.fw
d,CopA_core.t
mp, 
CopA1.rev) 

TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGACTGTGAAGGAGGCACGCAGTCCCTGTGCCCAAATC
AACAAGAGGTGAAGCCTGCACGCCTCTTGTTGATGTCGGTGAAGATCACGCTGTCC 
GGACAGCGTGATCTTCACCGACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGA
TTTGGGCACAGGGACTGCGTGCCTCCTTCACAGTCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGAA 

114 

CopA7core.tmp 
PCR product 
(CopA_core.fw
d,CopA_core.t
mp, 
CopA7.rev) 

TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGACTGTGAAGGAGGCACGCAGTCCCTGTGCCCAAATC
AACAAGAGGTGAAGCCTGCACGCCTCTTGTTGATGTTGCTGCGGATGATCTTGTCG 
CGACAAGATCATCCGCAGCAACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGA
TTTGGGCACAGGGACTGCGTGCCTCCTTCACAGTCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGAA 

114 

CopA9core.tmp 
PCR product 
(CopA_core.fw
d,CopA_core.t
mp, 
CopA9.rev) 

TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGACTGTGAAGGAGGCACGCAGTCCCTGTGCCCAAATC
AACAAGAGGTGAAGCCTGCACGCCTCTTGTTGATGTACTTCTCGATGCGGGTGTCT 
AGACACCCGCATCGAGAAGTACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGA
TTTGGGCACAGGGACTGCGTGCCTCCTTCACAGTCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGAA 

114 

CopA.tmp 
PCR product 
(siCop1.fwd 
CopA.tmp 
siCop1.rev) 

TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACGCACAGACTCTGTGAAGG
AGGCACGCAGAGTCTGTGCCCAAATCAACAAGAGGTGAAGCCTGCACGCCTCTTGTTG
ATGTGTCGGTGAAGATCACGCTCC 
GGAGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGA
TTTGGGCACAGACTCTGCGTGCCTCCTTCACAGAGTCTGTGCGTGTCGGTGAAGATCA
CGCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGAA 

140 

CopB.tmp 
PCR product 
(siCop1.fwd 
dj_CopB.tmp 
siCop1C.rev) 

TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACGCACAGACTCTGTGAAGC
GAGCACGCAGAGTCTGTGCCCAAATCAACAAGAGGTGAAGCCTCCACGCCTCTTGTTG
ATGTGTCGGTGAAGATCACGCTCC 
GGAGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGGAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGA
TTTGGGCACAGACTCTGCGTGCTCGCTTCACAGAGTCTGTGCGTGTCGGTGAAGATCA
CGCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGAA 

140 

CopB.tmp 
PCR product 
(siCop2.fwd 
dj_CopB.tmp 
siCop2.rev) 

GGAGACCAACAAGATGAAGAGCATCAACAAGAGGCGTGGAGGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGA
TTTGGGCACAGACTCTGCGTGCTCGCTTCACAGAGTCTGTGCGCTCTTCATCTTGTTG
GTCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGAA 
CCTCTGGTTGTTCTACTTCTCGTAGTTGTTCTCCGCACCTCCGAAGTGGAGAACAACT
AAACCCGTGTCTGAGACGCACGAGCGAAGTGTCTCAGACACGCGAGAAGTAGAACAAC
CAGGATATCACTCAGCATAATCTT 

140 

CopC.tmp 
PCR product 
(siCop1.fwd 
CopC.tmp 
siCop1.rev) 

TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACGCACAGACTCTGTGAAGC
AGGCACGCAGAGTCTGTGCCCAAATCAACAAGAGGTGAAGCTCGCACGCCTCTTGTTG
ATGTGTCGGTGAAGATCACGCTCC 
GGAGCGTGATCTTCACCGACACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCGAGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGA
TTTGGGCACAGACTCTGCGTGCCTGCTTCACAGAGTCTGTGCGTGTCGGTGAAGATCA
CGCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGAA 

140 
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CopC.tmp 
PCR product 
(siCop9.fwd 
CopC.tmp 
siCop9.rev) 

TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGACCCGCATCGAGAAGTACGCACAGACTCTGTGAAGC
AGGCACGCAGAGTCTGTGCCCAAATCAACAAGAGGTGAAGCTCGCACGCCTCTTGTTG
ATGTACTTCTCGATGCGGGTCTCC 
GGAGACCCGCATCGAGAAGTACATCAACAAGAGGCGTGCGAGCTTCACCTCTTGTTGA
TTTGGGCACAGACTCTGCGTGCCTGCTTCACAGAGTCTGTGCGTACTTCTCGATGCGG
GTCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGAA 

140 

 
2. RNA – structural RNA building blocks  

 

name Sequence 
Length 
[nt] 

Generation 

CopA1 
(G1A1) 

GGCGUGAUCUUCACCGACACGCACAGACUCUGUGAAGGAGGCACGCA
GAGUCUGUGCCCAAAUCAACAAGAGGUGAAGCCUGCACGCCUCUUGU
UGAUGUGUCGGUGAAGAUCACGCUCC 

120 1G 

CopB1 
(G1B1) 

GGCGUGAUCUUCACCGACACGCACAGACUCUGUGAAGCGAGCACGCA
GAGUCUGUGCCCAAAUCAACAAGAGGUGAAGCCUCCACGCCUCUUGU
UGAUGUGUCGGUGAAGAUCACGCUCC 

120 1G 

CopC1 
(G1C1) 

GGCGUGAUCUUCACCGACACGCACAGACUCUGUGAAGCAGGCACGCA
GAGUCUGUGCCCAAAUCAACAAGAGGUGAAGCUCGCACGCCUCUUGU
UGAUGUGUCGGUGAAGAUCACGCUCC 

120 1G 

CopA2 
(G1A2) 

GGACCAACAAGAUGAAGAGCGCACAGACUCUGUGAAGGAGGCACGCA
GAGUCUGUGCCCAAAUCAACAAGAGGUGAAGCCUGCACGCCUCUUGU
UGAUGCUCUUCAUCUUGUUGGUCUCC 

120 1G 

CopC9(G1C
9) 

GGACCCGCAUCGAGAAGUACGCACAGACUCUGUGAAGCAGGCACGCA
GAGUCUGUGCCCAAAUCAACAAGAGGUGAAGCUCGCACGCCUCUUGU
UGAUGUACUUCUCGAUGCGGGUCUCC 

120 1G 

CORE_CopA
1 (G3A1) 

GGACUGUGAAGGAGGCACGCAGUCCCUGUGCCCAAAUCAACAAGAGG
UGAAGCCUGCACGCCUCUUGUUGAUGUCGGUGAAGAUCACGCUGUCC 

94 3G 

CORE_CopA
7 (G3A7) 

GGACUGUGAAGGAGGCACGCAGUCCCUGUGCCCAAAUCAACAAGAGG
UGAAGCCUGCACGCCUCUUGUUGAUGUUGCUGCGGAUGAUCUUGUCG 

94 3G 

CORE_CopA
9 (G3A9) 

GGACUGUGAAGGAGGCACGCAGUCCCUGUGCCCAAAUCAACAAGAGG
UGAAGCCUGCACGCCUCUUGUUGAUGUACUUCUCGAUGCGGGUGUGA 

94 3G 

 
3. siRNA 

name Sequence 
Length 
[nt] 

dsRNA 
(siRNA) 

siR1  
(Same as HS-1) 

ACAGCGUGAUCUUCACCGATT 21 
siR1-2 

siR2(Complement 
HS-1) 

UCGGUGAAGAUCACGCUGUTT 21 

siR3 AUGACCAACAAGAUGAAGATT 21 
siR3-4 

siR4 UCUUCAUCUUGUUGGUCAUTT 21 
siR5* GGACAGCGUGAUCUUCACCTT 21 

siCop7 
siR6* GGUGAAGAUCACGCUGUCCTT 21 
siR7 GGAUGAUCUUGUCGGUGAATT 21 

siR7-8 
siR8 UUCACCGACAAGAUCAUCCTT 21 
siR1* GCAUGACCAACAAGAUGAATT 21 

siCop5 
siR2* UUCAUCUUGUUGGUCAUGCTT 21 
siR3* CAAGAUGAAGAGCACCAAATT 21 siCop6 
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siR4* UUUGGUGCUCUUCAUCUUGTT 21 
siR5 (Same as 
HS-7) 

ACAAGAUCAUCCGCAGCAATT 21 
siR5-6 

siR6(Complement 
HS-7) 

UUGCUGCGGAUGAUCUUGUTT 21 

siR7* ACAGCCACAUGCACUUCAATT 21 
siCop8 

siR8* UUGAAGUGCAUGUGGCUGUTT 21 
siR9 (Same as 
HS-9) ACACCCGCAUCGAGAAGUATT 21 

siR9-10 
siR10(Complement 
HS-9) 

UACUUCUCGAUGCGGGUGUTT 21 

dj_siR_11 GAGAUCGAGUGCCGCAUCATT 21 
siCop10 

dj_siR_12 UGAUGCGGCACUCGAUCUCTT 21 

 
modified: 
 

name Sequence Length 
[nt] modification 

SHsiRNA-1 (HS-siR1) ACAGCGUGAUCUUCACCG
ATT 21 Thiol linker C6 SH, spacer 18 

SHsiRNA-7 (HS-siR5) ACAAGAUCAUCCGCAGCA
ATT 21 Thiol linke C6 SH, spacer 18 

FAM-siRNA-7 (FAM-
siR5) 

ACAAGAUCAUCCGCAGCA
ATT 21 2’F modification, FAM – 

luorescein 5’end 

SHsiRNA-9 (HS-siR9) ACACCCGCAUCGAGAAGU
ATT 21 Thiol linker C6 SH, spacer 18 

 
GFP GENE -> copGFP mRNA: 
AUGGAGAGCGACGAGAGCGGCCUGCCCGCCAUGGAGAUCGAGUGCCGCAUCACCGGCACC
CUGAACGGCGUGGAGUUCGAGCUGGUGGGCGGCGGAGAGGGCACCCCCAAGCAGGGCCGC
AUGACCAACAAGAUGAAGAGCACCAAAGGCGCCCUGACCUUCAGCCCCUACCUGCUGAGC
CACGUGAUGGGCUACGGCUUCUACCACUUCGGCACCUACCCCAGCGGCUACGAGAACCCC
UUCCUGCACGCCAUCAACAACGGCGGCUACACCAACACCCGCAUCGAGAAGUACGAGGAC
GGCGGCGUGCUGCACGUGAGCUUCAGCUACCGCUACGAGGCCGGCCGCGUGAUCGGCGAC
UUCAAGGUGGUGGGCACCGGCUUCCCCGAGGACAGCGUGAUCUUCACCGACAAGAUCAUC
CGCAGCAACGCCACCGUGGAGCACCUGCACCCCAUGGGCGAUAACGUGCUGGUGGGCAGC
UUCGCCCGCACCUUCAGCCUGCGCGACGGCGGCUACUACAGCUUCGUGGUGGACAGCCAC
AUGCACUUCAAGAGCGCCAUCCACCCCAGCAUCCUGCAGAACGGGGGCCCCAUGUUCGCC
UUCCGCCGCGUGGAGGAGCUGCACAGCAACACCGAGCUGGGCAUCGUGGAGUACCAGCAC
GCCUUCAAGACCCCCAUCGCCUUCGCCAGAUCCCGCGCUCAGUCGUCCAAUUCUGCCGUG
GACGGCACCGCCGGACCCGGCUCCACCGGAUCUCGCUAA
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